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Description
Brass East Yorkshire Volunteers battalion shoulder badge - with the four letters joined together.
Pin in slide on back. Probably dates to the period of the First World War.
Hexagonal bronze Peace Medal 1914-1918 war, with Peace Celebration, the 3B's shield with 19 on
each side of it, the word Bridlington in a scroll beneath it, and Ernest Lambert Mayor at the
bottom. On the reverse side 'To the honour of our gallant sea, land and air forces which under God
brought victory and peace'. A bronze clasp with a pin worded, 'Finis a dest belli sunt et sua munera
paci' and a black and white ribbon.
Bronze medal depicting head and shoulders of an army officer on one side, marked 'C.M.
Schwerdtner'; and the reverse shows a soldier with a rifle standing on a mountain. Probably WWI
period. Part of a group found with a plaque marked '15' (1998.17). Probably an art medal rather
than a military item as such.
Gilt metal and enamel shield with old Bridlington coat of arms and crown above, shield enclosed in
scrolls, dark blue, yellow and red enamel. Legend - 'Bridlington Volunteer Force'. On reverse the
number 107.
Iron (?) medal with 'ROGER CASEMENT'on one side and a portrait of a man being executed, plus
inscription in German; a book (dated 1351), a spider and a web on the other. The inscription
translates as "the dead hand of Edward III is tying the rope around Ireland, August 3rd 1916." . This
medal was a German propaganda piece relating to the execution by the British of the Irish
nationalist Roger Casement. The inscription implies that he was put to death under the terms of an
archaic Medieval law.
4th Battalion, East Yorkshire Regiment dance card. Grey cover with black print, 'Band Ball held at
the Beverley Road Baths on Friday, 6th February, 1914.' There is a crest at the top with 'South
Africa 1900-1902' underneath.
Soldier's small brown cloth/card covered book (service record), written on the front is 'Name.
L.Nicholson, No. 8143, Corps, East Yorkshire Regiment.' Belonged to Levi Nicholson, who came
from Beverley. According to a letter folded up inside the book, he died in India on 12th May 1913
(at Kailana), following an operation.
Silver British War medal awarded to Private J. Goddard, Scots Guards for service in the first world
war. On one side is a profile of George V; and on the other is an horseman holding a sword above a
shield, with a skeleton at the side.
Memorial card for John Goodread (age 28) who died on the 2nd November 1914. The card depicts
Jesus with his hand over a fallen soldier and an angel hovering above holding a flaming sword.
Private Goodread served in the 1st battalion Scots Guards (service no.5545), seeing action in
France from 21st August 1914. He is commemorated on the Menin Gate memorial at Ypres (panel
11). He was born in 1886 in St. Helier, Jersey (see 1911 census).
Photocopy of a colour postcard showing the flags of the East Yorkshire regiment.
B&W photograph of the Camel Corps on desert patrol with Lawrence of Arabia (1917-1918);
number of camel corps soldiers in a shallow valley, with skeleton of camel on the right. The
Borough of North Wolds minutes for 1978-01-06 note the donation of a painting entitled "Sinai
1917/19" by the Old Comrades Association of the mounted wing of the East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry. Perhaps this item??
Colour print of the grave of A Smallwood 140449, Sapper, Royal Engineers, killed 20th September
1917. Arthur Smallwood served with the 37th Field Company of the RE's and is buried at Tyne Cot
cemetery, West-Vlaanderen, Belgium.
Photocopy of an album of B&W and sepia photographs showing members of the East Riding of
Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry. Includes portraits of individual soldiers, scenes from military camps
and parades, and group photographs of officers and regimental bands, etc. The majority of images
date to before the First World War and a few are captioned with names and other information.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing troops embarking at Driffield railway station in 1914.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing East Riding Yeomanry men having a tea break at
Snainton Camp in 1915. They include 'Dick Wilson' and a group of sergeants (Sgt. Drasdo back
right). 'Dick Wilson' was possibly Richard Wilson (service no.902), born in Hull, a labourer and son
of Thomas Wilson. He joined up on 3/5/1909 at Hull, earned a good conduct badge on 30/8/1916
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and was discharged on 1/2/1918 as being no longer physically fit for service. Did not see service
overseas (see service record for more on this individual). Colour Sergeant Major Albert William (or
Wilhelm) Drasda (or Drasdo) was born in Hull in 1894, the son of Mr. Paul Julius Drasdo, of 81
Beverley Rd., Hull. Service no. 1665, East Riding Yeomanry (suggests enlistment 7th September
1914, possible a re-enlistment given the rank). Transferred to the 10th Battalion East Yorkshire
Regiment, as No. 220642. Died of Wounds in France, 6th September 1918 as a Sergeant.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing Arthur Smith, a pianist and soldier in the East Riding of
Yorkshire Yeomanry. Location possibly Driffield. May possibly be identical with Arthur H. Smith,
whose medal card gives him the rank of Sapper (he served in the Royal Engineers both before and
after his service in the Yeomanry) and the service number 2230.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing the band of the East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry at
Driffield (July 1915), with a charabanc.
Photocopy of a sepia photograph showing Dick Thompson and Joe Reading in East Riding
Yeomanry uniform, enjoying a drink at Salisbury in 1912. This was one of ERY's annual training
camps before the First World War. Reading is known from another photograph to have been a
member of the ERY's band. Note the caps being worn with their brims to the rear!
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing Walt Turton and D.Twiddle (East Riding Yeomanry) at
Dalton camp, 1910. This was one of the annual training camps undertaken by the ERY to keep the
men up to a professional standard. 'D. Twiddle' was probably Thomas Daniel Twiddle, born at
North Burton, East Yorkshire in 1874. He married Edith Landamore (from Lockington) in 1899. In
the 1901 census he is living at Molescroft, Beverley, working as a farm foreman, whilst in 1911 he
had moved to Octon, Thwing. He died in 1963.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing a group of East Riding Yeomanry soldiers relaxing at
Dalton camp, 1910. This was one of the regiment's annual training camps before the First World
War. The two sergeant major seated in the middle both appear to have three stars on their
sleeves, indicating fifteen years service.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing a crowd of East Riding Yeomanry soldiers and civilians at
Dalton camp, 1910. This was one of the Regiment's pre-war annual training camps and this
photograph evidently depicts some kind of 'open day', when the public were allowed to visit the
camp.
Photocopy of a sepia photograph showing a group of East Riding Yeomanry soldiers from Driffield
posing in front of tents. Probably taken at the annual training camp at Dalton in 1910.
Photocopy of a B&W photograph showing a parade of soldiers in a street in Driffield, probably
taken during the first world war.
Assorted B&W photographs, postcards and documents relating to the East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry, some card mounted. Includes material relating to the First World War, the inter war
period (when the ERY acquired armoured cars) and the Second World War.
Photocopies of colour certificates awarded to Elizabeth Speck for giving Christmas gifts to British
service men, dated 1915 & 1916.
Brass plaque presented by the National War Savings Committee to the citizens of Beverley after
the first world war. Inscribed: "In recognition of the readiness with which they lent their money to
the country in the financial campaigns carried out by the local War Savings committee during the
Great War, 1914-1918". Stamped British Metal (Kingston) Ltd. There are six attachment holes
around the edges, and an attempt at cleaning has left a lighter patch at the bottom left. From
Bridlington Town Hall.
Menu for a 'complimentary' dinner to a few of the Bridlington men of Kitchener's army at the golf
house, Bridlington, 7th November 1914. Signed on front A.W. West., with other signatures on the
back.
Wagoners Special Reserve plaque in gilt wood frame, decorated with a horse's head inside a blue
oval band on a gold background. On the back is printed 'Hand painted' and a design consisting of
an armoured arm and hand holding a shield with two S's on it. Produced by Stelric studios in Hull.
There are also two badges - one of the WSR, which has the same design as the plaque, and one of
the Royal Engineers in the shape of a golden wreath topped with a crown and blue bands printed
with 'Honi Soit Qui mal y pense' and 'Royal Engineers'
Two military steel spurs with a brown leather strap. Stamped with serial number 38918. Probably
dates from the first world war period.
Embroidered lace & silk card. 'Forget me not' is in blue capitals flanked by violet flowers, also the
colours of Britain, France & Italy. Contains a small card marked 'To my father'. Printed on the back
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is 'fabrication francaise'
A German WWI propaganda medal depicting Lloyd George. Dated 19th July and 4th August 1917.
One side depicts him giving an impassioned speech to an audience; and the other has him standing
with his left hand on a shield and holding a palm frond in his right. Raised lettering in German
around edges.
World War One plaque or 'death penny' in the name of Arthur Farmery. It is decorated with the
figure of Britannia holding a staff and a wreath, a lion in the foreground, and two dolphins at the
sides. Also the words 'He died for freedom and honour'. The name of the deceased appears in a
rectangular space to the right of the design. Perhaps Lance Corporal A.E. Farmery, of the Prince of
Wales's Own (West Yorkshire) Regiment, service number 49042, who was killed on 20/11/1917,
aged 33. He is buried at Hermes Hill cemetery, Pas de Calais.
Letter from the M.O.D. regarding medals awarded to Robert Thynne of the East Yorkshire
Regiment. Also a card & envelope and a newspaper cutting. See also 1998.360 (birth certificate)
and 1998.28 (medals). Thynne was a private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number
34130).
A round medal on a faded ribbon. On one side is the Beverley shield and 'To commemorate victory
and peace. The Great War 1914-1919'. On the other side is an army soldier facing a navy sailor.
Framed scroll commemorating those who died in the War. There is a coat of arms at the top and
the soldier's name written in red ink at the bottom. 'Pte.William Tolchard, East Yorkshire Regt'.
Glazed, plain black wood frame with a label on the back for 'Boots picture framing and art
department'. Private William Danile Tolchard (service number 1467) of the 12th Battalion East
Yorkshire Regiment, died on 4/12/1916, aged 37. He is buried at Etaples Military Cemetery. He was
the son of Henry Ponsonby & Louise Tolchard and was married to Lilian. They lived in Park Road,
Hull.
Brass plate presented by the National War Savings Committee to the citizens of Beverley after
World War One.
Certificate relating to various war memorials, mainly the Helles Memorial, Gallipoli. Printed with
five images of memorials with a central design that has space to add further information. Glued
into this space is a piece of paper printed with the words 'Cooper, Cpl. William Baker, 10636. 6th
Bn. Yorkshire Regt. 22nd Aug., 1915. Age 23. He was born in 1892 at Leven, East Yorkshire, the son
of William and Clara Jane Cooper. His father was a police superintendant and William Baker was
one of 7 children recorded in that household in the 1901 census. See also 1998.226 (letters) and
1998.300 (death penny)
Collection of four letters (medal citations) and a scroll for 1914-1915 Star (date: 20.04.20), Victory
Medal (03.11.21) and British War Medal (19.11.20) for private W.B. (William Baker) Cooper (acting
corporal). There is also a letter from Buckingham Palace 'I join with my grateful people in sending
you this memorial of a brave life given for others in the Great War', signed George. R.I. There is
also a cardboard tube issued by the Infantry Record Office that contained the scroll. See also
1998.225 (certificate) and 1998.300 (death penny). He was born in 1892 at Leven, East Yorkshire,
the son of William and Clara Jane Cooper. His father was a police superintendant and William
Baker was one of 7 children recorded in that household in the 1901 census.
Posthumous World War One service medal awarded to William Baker Cooper. Of the type
popularly known as the "Death penny." The design includes Britannia holding a staff and a wreath,
a lion in the foreground and two dolphins at the sides. The name of the deceased appears in a
rectangular space on the right. Maker's mark ECP in small letters bottom right. William Baker
Cooper, then an Acting Corporal in the 6th Battalion, Princess of Wales's Own (Yorkshire Regiment)
and a resident of Scarborough, was killed in action at Gallipoli on 22nd August 1915 (serial number
10636) aged 23 and is commemorated on the Helles memorial in Turkey. He was born in 1892 at
Leven, East Yorkshire, the son of William and Clara Jane Cooper. His father was a police
superintendant and William Baker was one of 7 children recorded in that household in the 1901
census. See also 1998.225 & 226 (letters and certificate).
Black and white photo of ambulance presented to the British army in WWI by the Borough of
Beverley. Card mount
Black and white postcard of a WWI British soldier in Khaki uniform, peaked cap and bandolier. A
note with it states it is of Levi Nicholson who died in 1913 in India while serving in the East
Yorkshire Regiment. (also see 1998.203.3 for his 'Soldier's Book'). Nicholson was born in Beverley.
Black and white photograph of a motorised ambulance given to the British Army by the Borough of
Beverley during WWI. Card mount
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Sepia photograph showing a large group of army officers and men posed in front of a building,
possibly Lairgate Hall, Beverley. They are members of the 3rd Battalion, East Yorkshire Regiment.
Black and white photograph of a group of British army officers in full dress uniforms, spiked
helmets and swords, posing in front of a building with a viewing platform (Beverley race course?).
3rd Batt. East Yorkshire Regiment. Names are written beneath. Dated July 1912.
Black and white photograph of a group of officers posing beside a tree. (1st East Yorkshire
Regiment). The names are written on the back.
Five black and white postcards of WWI British Soldiers posing in groups. Illustrated is one of the
East Yorkshire Regiment, Sergeants' mess, 6th Battalion (Pioneers), by T.H. Barnett, of
Middlesbrough.
Black and white photograph of a soldier in WWI uniform and a postcard of St Hilda's church,
Ravenscar (Homewords Nr 165), with the name William Cooper on the reverse.
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Black and white photograph of 12 soldiers in front of a brick building (members of the East
Yorkshire Regiment) wearing pith helmets and puttees. First World War period.
Sepia photograph of 4 rows of soldiers in front of a columned gateway (Lairgate Hall, Beverley).
Officers and NCO's for Beverley Company 3rd (vol) Battalion East Yorkshire Regiment.
Bronze plaque commemorating Harold Kynman, who was killed in WWI. Shows a lion and Britannia
holding a wreath, with two dolphins on the reverse. Inscribed - 'He died for freedom and honour,
Harold Kynman'. A 'Victory Plaque', sometimes described as a 'death penny'. Born in Goole (in
1891) and listed at 21 Kingston Street, Goole in the 1911 census (living with his widowed mother
Mary Ann), Kynman was a labourer before the war. He enlisted at Goole as a private in the 1/5th
Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (service number 242344). He served in France from
13/4/1915 and was killed in action on 23rd July 1917. He was awarded the military medal and is
buried at the Ramscappelle Road military cemetery in Belgium.
1914 - 1918 British War medal, with a black, blue, white and orange ribbon. Awarded to Sergeant
A. Jackson of the 2nd East Yorkshire Regiment. Portrait of George V on the obverse side, horseman
on the reverse side.
Matching pair of steel swords, each with a curved blade and brass hilt. The grips are wooden. Each
sword is contained in a steel scabbard, which has a pair of suspension loops and a plain, flatttened
chape at the tip. Probably WWI cavalry swords, perhaps associated with the East Riding Yeomanry.
Dress uniform, red and pale blue tunic, gold and red belt, tunic double breasted and contains
twelve brass buttons, gold sash and lanyard, royal blue trousers with pale blue stripe, black leather
boots with spurs, straight bladed steel sword with large wrist guard (plated), gold and red sword
belt. Bequeathed by Mr Woodhouse, a former Lord of the Manor of Flamborough. Other donations
by Woodhouse are listed as bequests from him, (after death) via Barclays Bank Trust Co Ltd. 1 Pall
Mall East, London. The uniform is of the East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry, in which Woodhouse
served as an officer before and during WWI.
Brass Princess Mary gift box (1914) with three medals attached. These boxes, containing special
rations were issued to the men in the trenches in the first winter of World War I. The box lid is
embossed with a woman's head in the centre surrounded by leaves and flanked by two M's.
Clockwise around the edge are the names of the Allied Powers 'Imperium Britannicum, Japan,
Russia, Monte Negro, Christmas 1914, Servia, France, Belgium'. The medals are as follows; 1. A
1914 - 1918 medal with horseman on the reverse. Awarded to Private R[obert]. Thynne of the East
Yorshire Regiment. 2. A 1914 - 1915 star with red/white/blue ribbon, awarded to private A.
Watmough A.S.C. 3. Brass victory medal, with winged victory on reverse and legend 'The Great
War for civilisation, 1914 - 1919'. Awarded to Private A. Farmery 11th battalion A.I.F. See also
1998.360 (birth certificate) and 1998.356 (letter). Private Thynne's medal card gives him the
service number 34130. Private Watmough probably Angus Watmough (1889-1940) from Bradford,
who served with the Army Service Corps in France from 27/5/1915 (service number M2/045764)
and was discharged to reserves 20/6/1919. Awarded the usual three campaign medals incuding
the 1914-15 star.
Black and white photograph showing the outside of a War Savings Association Card belonging to
Charles Osgerby of Long Lane Beverley. Issued 13.3.1919
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Black and white photograph showing the inside of a War Savings Association Card (M679.1). The
stamps inside have a Swastika design, indicating that this sign was used by the British to help the
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war effort at this time. Issued 13.3.1919
Postcard 'Memories' - a First World War verse.
Postcard 'Faith' - a First World War verse.
Postcard - 'Little Grey Home in the West' - a First World War song.
Postcard 'Little Grey Home in the West' (2) - a First World War song.
Postcard 'Little Grey Home in the West' (3) - a First World War song.
Postcard 'Little Grey Home in the West' (4) - a First World War song.
Postcard 'The British Army in France' - First World War. From Clichy.
Postcard 'East Coast Raider' - drawing of a zeppelin caught in a searchlight.
Postcard 'The Midnight Assassin' - drawing of a zeppelin. The zeppelin visited the east coast of
Britain on the night of June 6th 1915.
Postcard 'The Midnight Assassin' - drawing of a zeppelin. The text notes that in the raid on the east
coast on 9th August 1915, 14 people were killed and 14 injured by bombing. One zeppelin was shot
down over the North Sea.
Postcard 'Bad as you are (1)' - A First World War song.
Postcard 'Bad as you are (2)' - A First World War song.
Postcard 'Bad as you are (3)' - A First World War song.
Postcard 'Thoughts' - A First World War verse.
Postcard 'God Keep You' - A First World War verse.
Postcard 'In Fondest Remembrance' - A First World War verse.
Photograph album relating to the bombardment of the town of Albert in France during World War
I. Some photographs or postcards have been removed.
Khaki uniform of a Major in the Royal Artillery and Territorial Army Unit, 1914-1918. Consists of: a
soft peaked cap with badge (bearing a field gun with crown above and scroll beneath, legend
'ubique uoq fas et gloria dugunt); khaki tunic with brass buttons; khaki shirt and tie; khaki trousers
with turnups, leather 'Sam Brown' belt; leather sword sheath. A sword in a leather scabard and
boots would have completed the outfit.
Four aluminium medallions, two with white ribbons, six sided. Legend - "Celebrating peace to the
honour of the armed forces", with Bridlington coat of arms. Issued in 1919 by Mayor Ernest
Lambert of Bridlington, to celebrate the end of the First World War.
Bronze medallion. Obverse; "He died for freedom and honour, Hugh Adamson", Britannia holding
wreath in left hand, lion standing at Britannia's feet, and dedication. These medallions are
popularly known as 'death pennies' because they commemorate fallen British servicemen in WWI.
There were at least two Hugh Adamsons who were killed in WWI - one in the Gordon Highlanders
and the other in the KIng's Own Scottish Borderers. It is unclear which one this plaque
commemorates.
Silver, obverse - portrait of King looking left. Reverse - man on horse. Issued to 53083 Private G.
Saltmer, W Yorks regiment. Legend - "Georgius V Brit. Omn Rex Et Ind. Imp. 1914 - 1919".
Gilt bronze, obverse - winged victory with outstreached left arm. Reverse - a wreath with lettering
in centre. Issued to 53083 Private G. Saltmer, W. Yorks regiment. Legend - "The Great War for
civilization 1914 -1919". No ribbon.
Bronze commemorative plaque. Legend - "He died for freedom and honour: George Saltmer".
Issued for 53063 Private G Saltmer, West Yorkshire Regiment. Saltmer was killed on 29/9/1918
aged 19 and is commemorated on the Vis-en-Artois memorial. He was born in Hull and enlisted in
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Bridlington on December 28th 1916, aged 17 years and 11 months. He was living at 110 Windsor
Crescent, Bridlington, profession assistant signalman. His service record survives.
Bronze WWI memorial plaquel - "He died for freedom and honour, Arthur Smallwood". Popularly
known as a "Death penny", they were issued for each British serviceman killed in WWI. Smallwood
served with the 37th Field Company of the RE's and is buried at Tyne Cot cemetery, WestVlaanderen, Belgium.
Silver 1914-18 British war medal. Obverse - King's head facing left. Reverse - man on horse. Ribbon
orange, red, dark and light blue. Obverse - "Georgius V Britt. Omn. Rex et Ind. Imp" Reverse: "1914-1918, 19.A. Cpl D. Brown, R.A.M.C." (Royal Army Medical Corps)
Bronze. obverse - winged victory. Reverse - wreath enclosing lettering, multi coloured ribbon of
red, yellow, green, blue and purple. Legend - "The great war for civilization 1914-1919"
Blue and black square topped, leather and cloth helmet (modelled on the Polish "czapka"), large
brass badge at front decorated with fluting and scrolls with lettering "East Riding of Yorkshire
Imperial Yeomanry", also a running fox with monogram and crown above. Attached to helmet a
blue feather plume. Gilt linked chain chinstrap. This is a pre WWI dress uniform helmet, the design
reflecting the fact that the ERY were technically part of the Corps of Lancers. Worn by Gerald
Herbert Woodhouse, who was an officer in the ERY before and during the war.
Dress uniform, double breasted red and blue tunic with fourteen brass buttons. On left sleeve,
crossed rifles (marksman's badge) and star, on right sleeve 5 stars (indicating 25 years service) with
crown above. Royal blue trousers with light blue stripe, black leather boots with spurs, light blue
and red belt, yellow lanyard. Stamped on buttons "East Riding of Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry"
Worn by Sergent Major Brown, this pattern of uniform was introduced in 1906. White doe skin
gloves would also have been worn. The trousers (made by Henry Poole & Co. of 37-39 Savile Row,
London) have a label inside the waistband with a partially legible name in ink - possibly Henry
Sandys. The boots are labelled inside "R. Coton & Co., 24 Coney Street, York. Laundry labels on
both jacket and trousers appear to read 'J. Crowe.' No service record or medal card traced for
Sergeant Major Brown. Henry M. Sandys was a 2nd Lieutenant in the pre war ERY, so this could
actually be a composite of different uniform parts.
Cloth 'pill box' hat, red with pale blue horizontal strip, gold pom-pom and thin black leather chin
strap. This style of hat was used by trumpeters in the East Riding Yeomanry and was probably part
of the dress uniform introduced in 1903.
Field uniform jacket of the East Riding Yeomanry. Khaki with two breast pockets and side pockets,
brown buttons with running foxes on each side of neck.
Coarse cloth, band above rim, left side of rim has piece of blue cloth containing a badge comprising
a running fox. Brown leather chin strap.
Leather "Sam Brown" waist belt and brass buckle with cross shoulder straps, attached to lower
part of belt a holder for scabbard. Used by J. Woodhouse of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry,
who was an officer in the regiment before and during WWI.
Brown leather and steel, made for a straight bladed sword. Used by J. Woodhouse of the East
Riding Imperial Yeomanry, who was an officer in the regiment before and during WWI.
Straight blade, guard with pierced decoration and monogram, with crown above. Plated steel.
Used by J. Woodhouse of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry, who was an officer in the regiment
before and during WWI.
Khaki corduroy with pale blue stripe down each leg. Used by J. Woodhouse of the East Riding
Imperial Yeomanry, who was an officer in the regiment before and during WWI.
Brown leather with metal spurs. Possibly associated with the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry
Wooden shield containing oval wreath with running fox painted in gold with silver scroll
underneath, a further scroll under the wreath. Legend : "Forrard, East Riding Yeomanry"
Plain silver cup with splayed base and pedestal stem, turned black wooden stand.
Brown leather with silver knob at one end. Stamped on shank - 2684. Probably associated with
East Riding Yeomanry, but owner not traced.
Gold and brass remembrance locket, which belonged to Sergeant-Farrier Clubley of the East Riding
Imperial Yeomanry; enamelled blue, scroll around the circumference (gilt), with fox and crown
above in centre. On reverse, a photgraphic portrait. Attached to locket is a length of chain. See also
uniform 1995.743.1 Probably Harold Clubley (born in Beverley in 1893), who joined up on
15/11/1915, serving in the ERY and the Machine Gun Corps, survived the war and received the
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Victory medal and star. He was the son of John W. Clubley (a butcher) and Kate, living at Bishop
Burton in 1901. Clubley was a blacksmith by trade, apprenticed to an Edward Bowes, blacksmith at
Hutton Cranswick in the 1911 census. He married Margaret E. Morris at Driffield in 1919. Died
1973.
Set of four medals, variously silver or gilt bronze or copper, including the usual First World War trio
- 1914-15 star, British War medal and Victory medal and a SEcond World War Defence medal. All
medals have original ribbons. Legend - "1702 Cpl C.R. Denton, E.R.I.Y." They were awarded to
Corporal Denton of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry.
Set of five medals, variously silver or gilt bronze or copper, including the 1914-15 star, Territorial
Force efficiency medal, Defence medal (WWII), Victory medal, War medal and Service medal; all
medals have original ribbons. Legend - "1094 Pte. J. E. Huxley." East Riding Imperial Yeomanry. The
Efficiency medal was awarded to members of the Territorial Force (the forerunner of the Territorial
Army) after 12 years service and is of the earlier version used 1908-1921. John Edgar Huxley (born
in Hull) signed up with the ERY on 31/10/1911, aged 17 years and 3 months. Described in his
service record as reliable, intelligent and sober, he was awarded a good conduct badge and for a
time held the rank of corporal. He served in Palestine with A squadron ERY and with the Machine
Gun Corps on the western front and survived the war, remaining in service until 1921.
Set of five medals, variously silver or gilt bronze or copper, including the Territorial Force efficiency
medal, Defence medal, Victory medal, War medal and Service medal; all medals have original
ribbons. Legend - "1094 Pte. J. E. Huxley." East Riding Imperial Yeomanry. Miniatures, identical to
1995.741.1 John Edgar Huxley (born in Hull) signed up with the ERY on 31/10/1911, aged 17 years
and 3 months. Described in his service record as reliable, intelligent and sober, he was awarded a
good conduct badge and for a time held the rank of corporal. He served in Palestine with A
squadron ERY and with the Machine Gun Corps on the western front and survived the war,
remaining in service until 1921.
Royal blue tunic with breast and side pockets, stripes, horseshoe and crown above on right sleeve,
steel mail on sholders. Stamped on (brass) buttons - "East Riding of Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry".
Worn by Sergeant Major (farrier) Clubley. See also locket with photo - 1995.739. Probably Harold
Clubley (born in Beverley in 1893), who joined up on 15/11/1915, serving in the ERY and the
Machine Gun Corps, survived the war and received the Victory medal and star.
East Riding Yeomanry officer's uniform trousers. Royal blue with pale blue stripes on legs. Item put
with 1995.743.1 (Sgt Major Clubley's uniform) to make uniform more complete.
Steel military kit box containing a peaked cap with blue band and leather strap, forage cap with
running fox badge, khaki collars, spurs, a shirt, badges, ribbons, a fly whisp, white leather gloves
and other items. The kit box is painted black) with a metal plate on the lid "G. H. Woodhouse Esq.,
East Riding Yorkshire Yeomanry".
Khaki and blue cloth forage cap, bearing a metal badge of a running fox - the emblem of the East
Riding Imperial Yeomanry. Probably from pre WWI period.
Pair of black leather boots, partially lined with green inside. Not specifically recorded as being
military items, but may relate to the East Riding Yeomanry. Label with the running fox and motto
"FORRARD" mentions E.R.I.Y. officers.
Trooper's dress jacket, red and blue with yellow rope lanyard, trousers dark blue with lighter
stripe, black leather boots (with blue fabric sides and steel spurs with rowels). East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry. The trousers have 'EYYA 1171' inked inside the waistband.
Khaki jacket of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry.
Officer's mess jacket, royal blue with light blue collar and cuffs. Two metal running fox badges with
"Forrard" beneath on the lapels. The label inside the collar is marked "Lieut. S.B. Gillett". With a
blue waistcoat (cream lining) underneath the jacket. They relate to the East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry. This example may date to just before WWII.
Pair of officer's riding breeches in cream coloured corduroy, brass buttons stamped A. T. Foxton,
Normanby. East Riding Imperial Yeomanry.
Officer's brown leather whip; braided construction, blue cloth tassel on end. East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry.
Gilt lanyard with carrot shaped terminal. The lanyard was a decorative cord affixed to a military
sword handle.
Military steel cylindrical kit box, painted black with brass plate on lid. Hawkins & Co., 14 Picadilly
London.
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Mirror in circular box of two wooden discs coloured deep purple, with 'tin' edges stamped with a
flower decoration. Ring attached to the back for hanging. Said to have been carried in a knapsack
of a soldier in the trenches in France WWI 1914-1918.
Photocopy of cover from booklet entitled, 'Illustrated Souvenir of the Great War 1914 - 1919'.
Chronicles experiences of Driffield men during the 1st World War.
World War I Victory medal. Multi coloured ribbon. Gilt metal, with victory on the obverse side and
a wreath on the reverse, with inscription on reverse and edge - 'The Great War for civilisation,
1914 - 1919, 337.17, A. SJt, F. Richardson R.A.'. With second (loose ribbon).
Embroidered commemorative postcards of WWI, in glazed wooden frame.
Embroidered commemorative postcards of WWI, in glazed wooden frame.
'The German Raid on Scarborough' - a printed account with stuck in photgraphs, showing the
damage to the town after the German fleet had bombarded it on 16th December 1914. Cream
paper with a grey paper cover, bound with string.
Crested ware glazed china figurine entitled 'The bomb thrower'. Shows a soldier in a greatcoat and
steel helmet standing beside an ammunition box about the throw a grenade. Has 'advance' on a
shield and 'Goole, Yorks' on the scroll beneath. The ammunition box is decorated with the arms of
Goole Borough Council, in red, green and yellow.
Crested ware glazed china figurine entitled 'The bomb thrower'. Shows a soldier in a greatcoat and
steel helmet standing beside an ammunition box about the throw a grenade. Has 'advance' on a
shield and 'Goole, Yorks' on the scroll beneath. The ammunition box is decorated with the arms of
Goole Borough council, in red, green and yellow.
An iron medal stamped 'keine bannare der gross dampfer lusitania'. On the obverse the liner is
shown sinking, whilst on the reverse, Death is selling tickets to the unlucky passengers. This type of
medal was originally struck in Germany, where it was claimed that the Lusitania (sunk 7th May
1915 off the coast of Ireland) had secretly been loaded with supplies for the Allied war effort on
the western front. Later, exact replicas were produced in Britain, by order of the government, as
part of a campaign to blame the Germans for a war atrocity. Often came with a box.
Map of the Lens area in France; No11 of a series of maps of France and Belgium prepared for
Official use only by the Ordnance Survey.
Christmas card, 1916. Printed for the VIth Division B.E.F. (British Expeditionary Force). Shows a
sketch of and infantry corporal with a 50lb box of biscuits and the inscription 'Heres Luck'.
Newspaper cutting of 5th Battalion, Duke of Wellington Regiment. 'An incident while the 5th
Battalion, Duke of Wellington's Regiment (62nd Division) were advancing on July 22 1918 near
Tardenois. (photograph)
MBE and associated documentation. Medal and presentation box awarded to Captain George
Arnold 18.2.1919 for services to the Merchant Navy during the 1914-1918 war. Also an invitation
from Central Chancery of the Orders of the Knighthood and citation. See also photo M653d.
Peace book issued to Walter Shand at Hull Grammar School in July 1919, entitled 'Kingston upon
Hull before, during and after the Great War'.
Military Small Book (in khaki card cover) of Private Albert Cowling, of the 6th Battalion the Kings
Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, of Reedness near Goole. Born in 1897 at Reedness, the son of a
farmer, he was a farm horseman working for his widowed mother Anne at the time of the 1911
census. He enlisted on 25th August 1914 (service number 12133), served in France and died of his
wounds on 20th August 1915. He is buried at St. Sever cemetery, Rouen.
B/W postcard showing two British army soldiers of the First World War era holding "swagger
sticks". They are dressed in khaki uniforms, including puttees on their legs. The man on the right is
William Henry Waites, the donor's great grandfather (born 1888, Driffield). He worked as an
assistant at Lovel's, a butcher, on Queens St. Driffield, and was consequently known as 'Butch'.
Served as a Private in the Yorkshire Regiment and in the RAF, being awarded the usual three
campaign medals. He was gassed in the war, and after being invalided out, he returned to Lovel's
where he was gored by a bull in the slaughter house and later died of his injuries (1922). William
Henry (23), wife Dorothy Ellen (then 22) and daughter Ellen (1) are recorded at 2 Queen Street,
Driffield in the 1911 census. Pasted to the back is a photograph of an oriental building labelled
"Temple of Heaven". The photographs came from 14 Northfield Road, where Mrs Slee's great
grandmother and most of the Waites family lived. The photographs were gifted for the 1994
Driffield Exhibition.
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Postcard from Private J.W. Waites, newly recruited into the 5th battalion of the Yorkshire
Regiment, (stationed at barracks in Scarborough) to his sister in law. The message on the back
reads: "Dear Sister in law, just a few lines to you, hoping you are well it leaves me at present we
are having a good time and you tell I have from [2 words illegible] yours truely Pte J.W. Waites 5th
Batt P.W.O. Falgrave(?) barracks, St. John(?) Road, Scarboro." The photographs came from 14
Northfield Road, Driffield, where Mrs Slee's great grandmother and most of the Waites family
lived. The photographs were gifted for the 1994 Driffield Exhibition.
'The terrors of the 5th Yorks'. Postcard from Jack Dunning to his sister May, at 3 Florence Place,
Queen Street, Driffield. Shows a group of British army soldiers in a camp with tents, watching a
boxing match. Jack Dunning is marked with an 'x'. Message reads: "Dear May. Can you pick me out.
Me all right. We had a 14 miles march on Monday. Hope all right at home. From your loving
brother Jack." Postmarked Richmond, Yorkshire, July 13th 1909. Part of group of photos from 14
Northfield Road, where Mrs Slee's great grandmother and most of the Waites family lived. The
photographs were gifted for the1994 Driffield Exhibition. Some are on album pages.
War memorial to the vessels SS Hebble, SS Rye and SS Unity, all sunk by enemy action in 19171918. They were owned by Associated Humber Lines Ltd. Metal plaque on wooden mount, with
flags painted in red, white and blue. It gives the names of the ships and the sailors lost.
Royal Army Medical Corps training book, used by the 5th Battalion of the East Yorkshire Regiment
cyclist on 3rd February 1912. With cloth cover
Sepia postcard, showing members of the Waites family of Driffield. Dorothy, 'Butch' and their
three children Biddy, Nancy and Ellen are posed in a garden in front of a house. The postcard is
addressed to Mrs Waites, of 3 Florence Place, Queen Street. See also 1996.35.19, which shows a
different family in front of the same house. The man is William Henry Waites (born 1888,
Driffield), the donor's great grandfather. He worked as an assistant at Lovel's, a butcher, on
Queens St. Driffield, and was consequently known as 'Butch'. Served as a Private in the Yorkshire
Regiment and in the RAF, being awarded the usual three campaign medals. He was gassed in the
war, and after being invalided out, he returned to Lovel's where he was gored by a bull in the
slaughter house and later died of his injuries (1922). William Henry (23), wife Dorothy Ellen (then
22) and daughter Ellen (1) are recorded at 2 Queen Street, Driffield in the 1911 census. The
photograph came from 14 Northfield Road, where Mrs Slee's great grandmother and most of the
Waites family lived and was gifted for the 1994 Driffield Exhibition. Driffield? Kelly's Directory for
1921 lists Philip Lovel, butcher & poultry dealer at 63 Middle Street South, Driffield.
B/W postcard showing a group of five soldiers (NCO's) posed outside a building. Two seated on
steps in front, the other three standing behind. One of the latter is marked with a cross. Probably
WWI period. On the back is pencilled "Jack Dunning Robson." There is also a very faint message in
pencil. The photograph came from 14 Northfield Road, where Mrs Slee's great grandmother and
most of the Waites family lived. The photographs were gifted for the 1994 Driffield Exhibition.
Driffield?
Sepia postcard, showing neighbours of the Waites family of Driffield. Family is posed in garden in
front of a house. Husband (with moustache and in British army uniform, with cross belt and
puttees) seated, with wife(?) holding baby also seated and two young sons and a daughter
standing. Mrs Bollon believes their name to be Brigham.This is the same house as shown in
1996.35.17. The husband also appears in 1996.35.20. The photograph came from 14 Northfield
Road, where Mrs Slee's great grandmother and most of the Waites family lived and was gifted for
the 1994 Driffield exhibition. The soldier could be Frank Brigham (born in Driffield and lived at
various addresses there). His service record (on ancestry.co.uk) indicates that he served in the
Territorial Force from 1908. During WWI he served in the 5th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment and
then in the KOYLI, achieving the rank of lance corporal. He was born in 1883 and worked as an oil
mill pressman before the war. Service no. 235888.
Sepia postcard. Soldier posed in garden in front of a house (with moustache and in British army
uniform, with cross belt and puttees). The word "Uncle" is written in pencil underneath. This is the
same house as shown in 1996.35.17 and .19 - the same man appears in 1996.35.19. The soldier
could be Frank Brigham (born in Driffield and lived at various addresses there). His service record
(on ancestry.co.uk) indicates that he served in the Territorial Force from 1908. During WWI he
served in the 5th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment and then in the KOYLI, achieving the rank of lance
corporal. He was born in 1883 and worked as an oil mill pressman before the war. Service no.
235888. The photograph came from 14 Northfield Road, Driffield, where Mrs Slee's great
grandmother and most of the Waites family lived and was gifted for the 1994 Driffield Exhibition.
1996.35.20-.23 are mounted back to back and side to side on a single sheet of paper.
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Portion of b/w photograph showing a group of soldiers under an open sided structure - a railway
station platform(?). Some in uniform, some wholly or partly in civilian clothes. Perhaps mostly new
recruits (though there are some NCO's) as several are holding documents (call up papers?) WWI
period. From group of approximately 23 miscellaneous postcard, photographs and documents,
evidently once part of a family album (some still on album pages when received). Possibly relate to
Driffield. The rest of the collection are as follows; a postcard with nurse and wounded soldier;
Postcard with picture of man with 2 babies on his lap and 'I'm a happy lad, I'm not a daddy' has
been written on; Postcard of Redcar, England; Street scene 'Moorpark, Renfrew'; hand written
card 'For Harry'; Sailor and woman holding hands 'For ever and ever, Though seas may divide us,
Our thoughts will unite us'; Postcard of Hase Temple Kamakuura; Embroidered card 'To my dear
sister'; Photo of 'The old curiosity shop, London'; Church parade, Aldershot, Queens avenue; Views
of Haltwhistle; 5th Batt. A.P.W.D Yorks Regt. No.15 Band photograph; Madonna and child card;
Waterloo Place, Londonderry; Happy Birthday card showing 3 children in an oval tinted magenta
centre; Small boy in uniform in front of a bench; Richmond sports 3 legged race; Christmas 1916
showing ships at sea under an angel rainbow, Photo of large house 'Becourt, The Castle'; Torn card
showing a military band; 'A Prayer in Suffering' written in calligraphy.
7 black/white & sepia photographs relating to the Yorkshire Mounted Brigade Camp (Yorkshire
Dragoons, Yorkshire Hussars, East Riding Yeomanry) at Bulford, Salisbury Plain, May-June 1912.
Mostly cut down from postcards, so in some cases, writing runs off the edges on the backs.
11 black/white photographs relating to the East Riding Yeomanry at the Scarborough Camp (Black
Shed Farm, Stepney Road), 1913. One showing a group of Yeomanry in full dress uniform on
parade, has one soldier marked "H.W." (=Harold W. Lyon, of Market Weighton, who was later a
Sergeant in the regiment). Several show men in full dress uniform attending a church service,
another has men in working clothing holding horse feeding bags.
Black/white photograph relating to the East Riding Yeomanry at the York Camp, 1914. Members of
the Pocklington Troop cleaning saddlery. They are wearing peaked service caps, white shirts,
waistcoats and uniform trousers with a blue stripe.
13 black & white / sepia photographs relating to the East Riding Yeomanry at various locations in
North / East Yorkshire and Norfolk, in 1914-1915, including Sewerby Hall, Kilnwick, Filey and
Riddlesworth. They relate to the period after the regiment was mobilised and before its service
overseas. Mostly cut down postcards.
11 black & white / sepia photographs relating to the East Riding Yeomanry camp at Costessey Park,
Norwich, August-October 1915. This was the last training camp before the unit was sent off for
active service in Egypt/Palestine. Cut down from postcard size, so messages on the backs are
truncated and generally indecipherable. They include shots of the YMCA tent, posed groups and
individuals, including Sergeant Harold Lyon of Market Weighton - who probably took most of the
photographs himself.
Short, dark blue jacket with light blue lapels, cuffs, collar and shoulder boards. With East Riding
Imperial Yeomanry badges and buttons. The name "Lt. Col. Langdale" is inside the collar. Probably
a mess jacket. Presumably belonged to Ltr. Col. Philip Joseph Langdale O.B.E., who served in the
Yeomanry during WWI. Langdale was a significant figure in the East Riding gentry, coming from a
family who had owned Houghton Hall near Sancton since the 14th century. He was a J.P. and a
Councillor for Londesborough.
B/W photograph showing members of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry at Hagar Mashguk,
during the Egypt/Palestine campaign of 1917. This oddly shaped rock was used by the ERY during
1916 as a lookout post to observe traffic along the caravan routes to the Nile valley.
Book "Trumpet & bugle sounds of the Army" - once belonged to Bandmaster Brocklesby, of the
East Riding Imperial Yeomanry. Possibly Arthur Brocklesby, whose notebook is in the East Riding
Arhives collections (reference DEDYC/1/8/3).
Book: "The Yarn of a Yeoman", published by Hutchinson & Co. Ltd, sometime after WWI. With a
foreword by Field Marshal Allenby, who commanded the British Army during the campaigns in
Egypt/Palestine against the Turks, leading to the entry into Jerusalem in DEcember 1917 and
victory in the autumn of 1918. Though primarily about the Middlesex Imperial Yeomanry, much of
it is applicable to the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry, who also took part in this campaign (in 191517). The book evidently once belonged to Harold W. Lyon (of Market Weighton), who was a
Sergeant in the ERIY. His handwritten notes include details of his own service, as well as charting
the progress of the unit through the campaign. Most poignantly, one of the maps shows the
progress of the regiment and indicates places where named comrades were killed or wounded.
Wooden kit box of a member of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry. Lid painted with white
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lettering: "E.R. of Y. Impl Yeomanry E.G. B.61." Contains: a b/w photo, a tin of brasso, a cleaning
rag, a small cloth bag, a tool in a brass holder, a mail and leather epaulette, a brass gun cleaner
(with cord), a small brush, a tooth brush, another brass gun cleaner(?), a brass ring, a tin of polish,
a piece of black felt, a cigarette packet holder, a large cloth apron and 2 horse grooming brushes. It
is not known which soldier this box belonged to.
B/W photo of Wadi Ain Arik in the Judean hills NW of Jerusalem. Relates to the East Riding Imperial
Yeomanry campaign in Palestine/Egypt during WWI - the regiment fought in this area during
November 1917.
East Riding Yeomanry Old Comrades Association constitution & rules. 16 pages, blue cover. The
ERY served in Palestine / Egypt during WWI and the Association was formed after the end of the
war.
East Riding Yeomanry Christmas card, with motto "Forrard" on front. Secured by a blue ribbon.
Image shows ERY troopers during the WWI campaign in Egypt and Palestine, a reproduction of an
oil painting. The photograph is based on an original painting.
East Riding Yeomanry Christmas card, with motto "Forrard" on front. Secured by a ribbon. Image
shows ERY troops/vehicles of WWI and WWII periods, with Beverley Minster in the background.
Pencil and typed notes relating to lantern slides of the East Riding Yeomanry during WWI (see
2001.88 for slides). Probably produced by Harold W. Lyon (of Market Weighton), who was a
Sergeant in the regiment.
Four items relating to the East Riding Yeomanry during WWI: Two newspaper clippings about Old
Comrades reunions, a lantern slide lecture (in 1937) given by former Sergeant H.W. Lyon and a
map of Egypt/Sinai showing ERY movements during the 1916-17 campaign.
Khaki army pocket book relating to Sergeant H.W. Lyon, of Market Weighton (service number
50100), who served in the East Riding Yeomanry & Machine Gun Corps during WWI - in Egypt and
Palestine. Contains two photographs of him. One of these is marked "HW Lyon, Cairo, Egypt,
March 1918, age almost 25."
Metal identity disk for Sergeant H.W. Lyon, of the East Riding Yeomanry / Machine Gun Corps
(numbered 50100). Attached to a card label.
Wooden cane with a hallmarked silver head stamped POTTER, LONDON. With steel tip and band,
plus loops - presumably for a cord. Possibly a company Sergeant Major's cane.
14 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Deir-El-Azab, Fayoum Oasis, Egypt, in November
1915. This was Brigade headquarters when the ERY was posted in the area during WWI.
4 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Abu Gandir, Fayoum Oasis, Egypt, in March 1916
(mostly of transport animals - donkeys and camels).
27 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Gharack West, Fayoum Oasis, Egypt, in the summer
of 1916. Topics covered include shots of A squadron, the Camel Corps, transport animals, trenches
being dug etc.
8 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Kom Medinet Madi, Egypt, in the summer of 1916.
Topics covered include shots of individual soldiers, outposts and local people.
25 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Cairo, Egypt, in 1916. Mostly views of the pyramids,
the hospital and other buildings.
25 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry at Alexandria/Port Said, Egypt, in 1916-17. Mostly
views of buildings, ships in harbour, some of transport animals and a few of soldiers training or
relaxing.
57 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry in Egypt and Palestine, 1916-1917.
23 B/W photos of the East Riding Yeomanry in Palestine during the period 28/10/1917 to
30/11/1917, including the 3rd battle of Gaza. This was the high point of the ERY's involvement in
the Egypt/Palestine campaign, including the cavalry charge at El Mughar and some tough fighting
in the Judaean hills NW of Jerusalem. The photographs (taken by Sergeant Harold W. Lyon) were
mostly made into postcards and later cut down, so much of the writing now runs off the edges.
Quantity of B/W photos, postcards and newspaper cuttings of the East Riding Yeomanry at various
locations 1914-1918 (including Pocklington troop, A squadron, at Seaham Hall, county Durham, in
the spring of 1915). Also items relating to the Old Comrades Association for the regiment in the
1930's to 1960's and a post Wordl War II visit to Egypt by H.W. Lyon. Evidently collected (in some
cases produced) by Harold W. Lyon of Market Weighton, who was a Sergeant in the regiment and
who appears in some of the photographs and newspaper stories.
2 steel military spurs, with leather straps. Probably WWI period.
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Documents relating to the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry in WWI: 1. Extracts from the Official
History of the War - Military operations - Egypt & Palestine, Vol. I. 2. Typed sheets headed "The
East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry 1914-1918", compiled by Sergeant H.W. Lyon of Market
Weighton. 3. Minutes of the Old Comrades Association (Mounted Wing), August 1965. 4. Typed
chronology for "A" squadron during the Egypt/Palestine campaign (compiled by H. Lyon). 5. Typed
extracts from "The Fire of Life" by General Sir George de S. Barrow, compiled by W.L. Palmer of the
Old Comrades Association. Is an account of the ERY's involvement in the campaign. 6. Typed notes
entitled "The Tale of a Yeoman" detailing H.W. Lyon's part in the Palestine campaign. These
accompanied his lantern lecture, but break off at slide 57 (December 1916). 7. Handwritten notes
by H. Lyon, evidently a continuation of the above, as they mention slides 58-69. They cover
December 1916 to October 1917. 8. Another section of the above, typed in blue ink (with passages
in red). Numerous crossings out and ammendments, but evidently refers to the latter part of H.
Lyon's lecture. 9. Handwritten list of 119 lantern slides (in blue ink). 10. Pencil/ink notes on the
Palestine campaing, including section on Third Battle of Gaza. 11. Typed list of negatives to be
printed compiled by H. Lyon. See also 2001.88 - two boxes of associated lantern slides.
2 military khaki caps. One has a blue cloth band (therefore East Riding Yeomanry), the other a
leather band. Probably WWI period.
Two wooden boxes containing glass lantern slides of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry during the
Palestine campaign in WWI (1915-1918). The images were produced by Harold W. Lyon (of Market
Weighton), who was a Sergeant in the regiment. The slides themselves were made by an F.H.
Marlow (based in Oxford Circus, London). (See 2001.88.1 .2 etc for individual slides). See 2001/89
for lecture notes and other associated documents.
Documents (and 1 b/w photograph) relating to service by Thomas Henry Reed (of Hull) in the
Labour Corps of the East Yorkshire Regiment, 1914-1919. Reed was born in 1896 and attended
Clifton Street School, Hull. In the 1911 census he was recorded at 21 Providence Row, Hull, along
with three brothers and four sisters. His father, George Reed, was a chimney sweep. Thomas Henry
worked as a labourer at a sawmill before joining up on 31st August 1914 with the East Yorkshire
Regiment. He later served with the Labour Corps (perhaps due to health issues?) and reached the
rank of Corporal Cook (he is probably the corporal in the centre of the photograph), before being
discharged in 1919. He died at Bridlington in 1991. Part of the Reed-Dodgson family archive, most
of which relates to Bridlington.
Three items relating to Private H. Robinson (from Nafferton) of the 13th Battalion, East Yorkshire
Regiment: 1. Envelope addressed to Mrs J. Robinson, of Driffield, with stamp of the Directory of
War Graves, dated 2/11/1917. 2. Card folder containing small b/w photo of the grave of Private
Robinson. He died of his wounds on May 7th 1917 aged 25 and was buried at St. Catherine's British
cemetery near Arras. 3. A larger version of the grave photo on a card mount. The 1911 census
records him at Middle Street, Nafferton, aged 18, a merchant's clerk. He was the son of John
Robinson (a tailor) and his wife Laura.
Two items relating to Private H. Robinson (from Nafferton) of the 13th Battalion, East Yorkshire
Regiment. Letters with royal crest and "Buckingham Palace" in red and with signature of King
George V at the bottom. The letters read: "I join with my grateful people in sending you this
memorial of a brave life given for others in the Great War."
Memorial scroll relating to Private Henry Robinson (from Nafferton) of the 13th Battalion, East
Yorkshire Regiment. With royal coat of arms at the top.
World War I Remembrance medal (popularly known as a "Death Penny"), awarded for private
Henry Robinson (of Nafferton). He served in the East Yorkshire Regiment and was killed in 1917.
Obverse: Britannia with trident and wreath, lion and space for name. Legend "HE DIED FOR
FREEDOM AND HONOUR." Reverse blank. In paper envelope, within a folding card case.
World War I Victory medal, awarded posthumously for private Henry Robinson (of Nafferton). He
served in the East Yorkshire Regiment and was killed in 1917. Sent to Mrs L.A. Robinson, of
Driffield, in 1922. Gilt metal with multicolour striped ribbon. Obverse: Victory with branch.
Reverse: "The Great War for Civilisation, 1914-1919." In paper packet. Packaging and letter from
War Office also preserved. "26064 PTE H. ROBINSON" engraved on edge. The 1911 census records
him at Middle Street, Nafferton, aged 18, a merchant's clerk. He was the son of John Robinson (a
tailor) and his wife Laura.
War medal, awarded posthumously for Private Henry Robinson (of Nafferton). He served in the
East Yorkshire Regiment and was killed in 1917. Sent to Mrs L.A. Robinson, of Driffield, in 1922.
Silver, with blue/black/white/orange ribbon. Obverse: GEORGIUS V BRITT OMN REX ET IND IMP".
Reverse: Horseman and date 1914-1918. "26064 PTE H. ROBINSON" engraved on edge. The 1911
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census records him at Middle Street, Nafferton, aged 18, a merchant's clerk. He was the son of
John Robinson (a tailor) and his wife Laura.
"Sam Brown" style brown leather belt with brass buckle and a shoulder strap. Probably WWI
period. From collection of material relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971). He served in
the West Riding Cyclist Company in WWI and in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII.
He later retired to Cottingham. In the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with
his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a
Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding
Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was
awarded the Victory medal and British War medal.
2 pairs of khaki puttees with tying tapes. Probably WWI period. One pair has brass studs at the
ends - marked LFOX and RFOX. From collection of material relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse
(1896-1971). He served in the West Riding Cyclist Company in WWI and in the Royal Observer
Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham. In the 1911 census as a school boy
(aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse. His
medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064),
then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in
France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and British War medal.
Brown card covered photograph album containing small b/w photos, usually 4 to a page. Relate to
Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971) and his service in the West Riding Cyclists during WWI. The
photos show his unit, as well as locations whilst he was on leave - Holland, Germany and at home.
Also contains a loose photograph of the unit's officers. Hulse served in the Royal Observer Corps
at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham.Scrapbook of F3 post, Group no.10, Royal
Observer Corps (at Hornsea), dating to WWII. Compiled by a member of the unit, Leslie
Montgomery Hulse, it consists of photographs, documents and newspaper reports relating to this
unit and to the ROC in general. In the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with
his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a
Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding
Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was
awarded the Victory medal and British War medal.
Commission for Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971) as a Second Lieutenant in the West Riding
Cyclists Company Divisional Mounted Troop (a territorial unit). It is dated 23rd Septemeber 1915.
Hulse served in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham.
In the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a
master builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East
Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and
finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the
Victory medal and British War medal.
B/W postcard showing 2nd Lieutenant Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971) of the West Riding
Cyclists Company Divisional Mounted Troop (a territorial unit). He is wearing his uniform and holds
a cane. Dated March 7th 1917 on the back. Hulse served in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea
during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham. Born in Nottingham. In the 1911 census as a school
boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse.
His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number
1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He
served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and British War medal.
B/W postcard showing 2nd Lieutenant Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971) of the West Riding
Cyclists Company Divisional Mounted Troop (a territorial unit). He is wearing uniform and a forage
cap. Embossed with the maker's details - "Gladstone Adams, Whitley Bay" and a lion symbol in a
shield. Message in ink - "Yours sincerely Francis, Xmas 1916" in the lower left corner. Hulse served
in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham. In the 1911
census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder)
and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment
(service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and finally in the VI Corps
cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and British
War medal.
B/W postcard showing a large group of British army officers and men, posed in front of a building.
Probably the West Riding Cyclists (a territorial unit), WWI period. From collection of material
relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971). He served in the West Riding Cyclist Company in
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WWI and in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham. In
the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master
builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire
Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and finally in the
VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and
British War medal.
B/W photograph showing a group of 9 British army officers, posed in 2 rows, a stone wall in the
background. Probably the West Riding Cyclists (a territorial unit), WWI period. L.M. Hulse is in the
back row on the right. "Kingham's Studios, Bedford" is stamped on the mount. From collection of
material relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971). He served in the West Riding Cyclist
Company in WWI and in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later retired to
Cottingham. In the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry
Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East
Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and
finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the
Victory medal and British War medal.
Two copies of a b/w postcard showing a World War I period British soldier, in peaked cap, holding
a rifle, posed beneath a tree. Possibly Leslie Montgomery Hulse, of the West Riding Cyclists. From
collection of material relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1896-1971). He served in the West
Riding Cyclist Company in WWI and in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea during WWII. He later
retired to Cottingham. Photographer: Overton, of 85 Prospect Street, Hull. In the 1911 census as a
school boy (aged 15), living at Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily
Hulse. His medal card notes he was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service
number 1064), then a Lieutenant in the West Riding Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists
unit. He served in France from 14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and British War
medal.
Cut off portion of a b/w postcard showing Lieutenant Leslie Montgomery Hulse (1869-1971), who
served in the West Riding Cyclists during World War I and in the Royal Observer Corps at Hornsea
during WWII. He later retired to Cottingham. In the 1911 census as a school boy (aged 15), living at
Hornsea with his parents Henry Hulse (a master builder) and Emily Hulse. His medal card notes he
was initially a Private in the East Yorkshire Regiment (service number 1064), then a Lieutenant in
the West Riding Regiment and finally in the VI Corps cyclists unit. He served in France from
14/1/1917 and was awarded the Victory medal and British War medal.
Copy of a sepia photograph showing World War I period British soldiers and domestic servants, in
three rows, posed in front of a building. Identified by the donor as having been taken at Sewerby
Hall. The old lady with the dog is Mrs. Elizabeth Jackson, who was head cook at the Hall. To her left
is Edith Jackson, her youngest daughter, who was the laundry maid. The soldiers include several
wearing bandoliers and carrying canes or walking sticks. They are wearing spurs, which might
suggest that they are from a cavalry unit or wagoners. Dated c1917 by the style of hat worn by the
lady on the left.
B/w postcard showing a soldier in a uniform tunic and flat, peaked cap (with the number 16 on the
band). Possibly German or Dutch? Signed in ink "sincerely yours....vandam." Reverse blank. From
collection of material relating to Leslie Montgomery Hulse He served in the West Riding Cyclists
during World War I and the Royal Observer Corps in WWII. He later retired to Cottingham.
Letter from the 4th E.Y.A.V. (East Yorkshire Artillery Volunteers?) Sergeant's Mess, dated
September 6th 1878. The letter expresses regret that the person is leaving the mess (having been
reduced to the rank of gunner for some unspecified reason), thanks him for a gift presented to the
mess and notes the vote of thanks passed. Appears to refer to J.C. Thorley, who was an
architectural & ornamental wood carver in Beverley and Hull in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.
Brass WWI period shell case; various numbers on the base, including 1916 (date?) A 4" shell. See
also M1869.
Brass WWI period shell case; various numbers on the base. A 4" shell. See also M1868.
Example of World War I trench art. A brass shell case converted into a large coal skuttle. Various
numbers on base including 1915 (date?) Fitted with handles and with two bullets for feet. A 4"
shell.
Example of World War I trench art. A brass shell case converted into a small coal skuttle. With lines
of punch dot decoration, including the word "Trenches". Three pairs of bullet tips forming parts of
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the handles and two feet. Numbers on base - 37-85 and 6.10.14 (date?)
Example of World War I trench art. Two brass shell case ends, converted into ash trays. Made to
resemble military flat caps, with a copper brow band ending in decorative studs and an heraldic
badge above the centre.
Example of World War I trench art. A brass paper knife, with "Arras" inscribed on the flat blade.
The handle is made out of a bullet.
Example of World War I trench art. Portion of a shell case converted to a container with an ornate
upper edge (park railing type decoration). Three groooves around the outside and ball feet rivetted
on.
Examples of World War I trench art. Two brass shell cases converted to a pair of ornaments in the
form of boots. With punched line and dot decoration.
Examples of World War I trench art. Probably reused from brass shell cases. A mantle rail and two
supports. With iron rivets.
Example of World War I trench art. A plain brass powder flask, with adjustable nozzle. Probably
reused from a brass shell case.
Example of World War I trench art. A copper/brass powder flask, with embossed scene on one side
of the body - a cannon, flags, weapons and other trophies. Probably reused from a brass shell case.
Example of World War I trench art. Vase with an engraved eagle and branch decoration and a band
of ivy leaves within a tooled panel around the base. Decoration possibly machine made. Reused
from a brass shell case.
So called "Death penny", awarded posthumously to Harold Bainbrook after WWI. A bronze plaque
with Britannia and a lion engraved on one side. "He died for freedom and honour" around the
edge and the name "Harold Bainbrook" in a rectangular tablet to right. This appears to be an
engraving error. Harold Barnbrook (not Bainbrook) was a private in the South Staffordshire
regiment (service no. 39403), who was killed in action on 19th November 1917 on the western
front. He was posthumously awarded the Victory medal and British War medal. Probably the
Harold Barnbrook born at Brierley Hill, Staffordshire in about 1894 and recorded in the 1911
census in Dudley (aged 17), a fitter and turner, son of Thomas (a iron worker and store keeper) and
Ann Barnbrook.
An incomplete set of twelve black & white magic lantern slides. 2) George V reviewing troops. 45)
Troops on buses. 4) Sailors cheering as enemy ship is sunk.
46) Steamer and airship. 14) Troops with gun. 76) making shell cases? 69) Titanic sinking - 1912.
63) Shells exploding around ship off Istanbul. 27) Brixham fishing smack rescuing boatload of
shipwrecked sailors. 38) Rowing boat alongside steamship. 12) Troops with guns going through
village. 59) Prussian soldiers on horseback.

Roll of honour for the men of Middle Street North, Driffield, who served in the First World War and
those who were killed, wounded or taken prisoner. 49 names are listed, together with their units.
Printed on card, in a glazed wooden frame, which has a triangular, pedimental top. Originally
flanked by two brass urns (which have disappeared). The roll of honour was originally placed in
Middle Street, later moved to Driffield church and was subsequently offered to the Museum
Service by a relative of some of those commemorated.
Piece of jagged metal, possibly a bomb fragment from the Zeppelin raid on Goole in August 1915,
which killed 16 people.
Pair of ornamental brass shoes (profiles) mounted on wooden plinths, (shoes soldered to brass
bases), with punched dot decoration. Examples of WW1 trench art, made from shell cases.
Voucher issued by the Board of Agriculture & Fisheries in 1918, exempting a Mr. Farthing from
military service. He was employed by Y.G. Llloyd Greame of Sewerby Hall, as a horseman. (See
record HL2003.1.1 for photograph of a shooting party at Sewerby, including Mr Farthing)
Khaki peaked dress cap with yellow cotton lining. Peak is fabric covered on upper surface, green
leather below. Carries cap badge of Northumberland Fusiliers (i.e. George & dragon in circle
surmounted by flames). Marked 'R. Plewes' inside. (Plewes family of Goole). Made at 67 Chancery
Lane, London. Initially a private with the Royal Army Medical Corps, Robert Plewes (service
number 2214), served in France from 2/6/1915. He then transferred to the Northumberland
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Fusiliers with the rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918.
Born in Reedness in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert
Thomas Plewes (a rural district surveyor and inspector of nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his
wife Elizabeth. He died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Soldier's housewife (pronounced 'hussuff'). Rectangular strip of khaki canvas, fitted on one side
with four rows of pockets - end pairs divided, middle pair using full width of canvas - with buttondown flaps. Pair of ties at one end to fasten. Used to hold soldier's small items of equipment,
rolled and tied and kept in kit-bag. Belonged to Lieutenant Robert Plewes of Goole, who served
with the Northumberland Fusiliers. Initially a private with the Royal Army Medical Corps (service
number 2214), he served in France from 2/6/1915. He then transferred to the Northumberland
Fusiliers with the rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918.
Born in Reedness in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert
Thomas Plewes (a rural district surveyor and inspector of nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his
wife Elizabeth. He died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Dark brown leather holster for service revolver with set of straps. Belonged to Lieutenant Robert
Plewes of Goole, who served with the Northumberland Fusiliers. Initially a private with the Royal
Army Medical Corps (service number 2214), he served in France from 2/6/1915. He then
transferred to the Northumberland Fusiliers with the rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned
as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918. Born in Reedness in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping
clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert Thomas Plewes (a rural district surveyor and inspector of
nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his wife Elizabeth. He died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Jacket: S-B, 4 brass buttons to fasten. Two small buttons on epaulettes plus single metal 'pip' to
indicate lieutenant's rank. Two hip and breast pockets. Brass clips to carry belt. Badge with 3
chevrons on right sleeve (as worn). Insignia of Northumberland Fusiliers on buttons and lapels.
Trousers: button fly fastening. Buttons for braces. Turn-ups. Slit pockets on hips. Pair of brown
leather gaiters, marked R. Plewes. Also two lengths of webbing for gaiters. Made at 67/69
Chancery Lane, London. Belonged to Lieutenant Robert Plewes of Goole, who served with the
Northumberland Fusiliers. Initially a private with the Royal Army Medical Corps (service number
2214), he served in France from 2/6/1915. He then transferred to the Northumberland Fusiliers
with the rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918. Born in
Reedness in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert Thomas
Plewes (a rural district surveyor and inspector of nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his wife
Elizabeth. He died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Khaki dress jacket: S-B, 4 brass buttons to fasten. Single small button on epaulettes. Braid on cuffs,
plus single metal 'pip' to indicate lieutenant's rank. Two hip and breast pockets. Badge with 3
chevrons on right sleeve (as worn). Insignia of Northumberland Fusiliers on buttons and lapels.
Brown cotton lining. Lieutenant Plewes (of Goole) enlisted in the RAMC, transferred to
Northumberland Fusliers when sent to France in 1915. With cap M3771. Made at 67/69 Chancery
Lane, London. Initially a private with the Royal Army Medical Corps (service number 2214), he
served in France from 2/6/1915. He then transferred to the Northumberland Fusiliers with the
rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918. Born in Reedness
in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert Thomas Plewes (a
rural district surveyor and inspector of nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his wife Elizabeth. He
died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Soft khaki cap, lined with gold satin with celluloid cover. Peak covered with fabric. Carries badge of
Northumberland Fusiliers. Belonged to Robert Plewes of Goole. Made at Newcastle on Tyne (58
Grainger Street). Initially a private with the Royal Army Medical Corps (service number 2214), he
served in France from 2/6/1915. He then transferred to the Northumberland Fusiliers with the
rank of Acting Sergeant, being commissioned as 2nd Lieutenant on 29/10/1918. Born in Reedness
in 1890, in the 1911 census he was a shipping clerk, aged 20, the son of Robert Thomas Plewes (a
rural district surveyor and inspector of nuisances for Goole Rural District) and his wife Elizabeth. He
died in 1981 and is buried in Goole.
Statement of rationing order from 1918, instructions for the use of the ration card.

1915 calendar portrait of Lord Kitchener, war minister in the early part of the First World War and
inspiration behind the 1914-15 recruiting campaign for the British army. Commissioned by H.W.
Brough & Son, The Excelsior Stores, Butcher Row, Beverley. Printed in Leeds.
Fragment of silk flap in form of butterfly. Card mount embossed with holly and mistletoe. Hand-
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painted celluloid card, with crossed French and British flags, pansy and legend 'Remember Me'.
Addressed to Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message: 'From Arthur'. Arthur
William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's
carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter,
then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as
a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged
on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Embroidered postcard in form of an envelope. Flap embroidered with forget-me-nots and shield
with red/white/blue diagonal stripes. Contains card with crossed flags, 'Glorieux Souvenir 1914
1915' and legend 'thinking of you'. Card mount embossed with holly and mistletoe. Card
addressed to Hilda M. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message: 'from Dad'.
Card from an embroidered postcard, printed with spray of forget-me-nots and legend'many kisses'.
Silk flap only survives, detached. Card addressed to Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole.
Message: 'from Arthur'. Arthur William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in
Goole and worked as a ship's carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue,
Goole with his wife and daughter, then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own
Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several
subsequent occasions. He was discharged on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record
survive.
Silk embroidered with pair of swallows, basket of flowers and chain of forget-me-nots, with legend
'Kindest Thoughts'. Card addressed to Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message:
'With the kindest regards and many happy returns of the day, from Arthur Willie'. Arthur William
Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's carpenter.
In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter, then aged
28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler
for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged on 12th
June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Silk envelope embroidered with flags of allies and forget-me-nots on flap. Mount embossed with
arum lilies. Contains card printed with crossed flags and legend 'Souvenir de glorieuse memoire'
and forget-me not, with legend 'Remember Me'. Card addressed to Mrs. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro
Avenue, Goole. Message: ' from Arthur '.
Silk embroidered with swallows and spray of flowers, with legend 'Carry Hope'. On embossed
cream mount.
Silk in form of envelope embroidered with pink flowers and forget-me-nots. Embossed cream
mount. Card inside printed with 'Forget me not' and the eponymous flower. Addressed to Mrs.
A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message: 'with best love and wishes from Arthur'.
Arthur William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a
ship's carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and
daughter, then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry
(Territorials) as a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He
was discharged on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Silk in form of envelope,flap embroidered with spray of roses and forget-me-nots. Embossed
cream mount. Contains card printed with forget-me-not and legend 'Good Kiss'. Addressed to
Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message: 'From Arthur'. Arthur William Schmidt,
despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's carpenter. In the
1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter, then aged 28.
He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler for
two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged on 12th
June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Silk embroidered with Dreadnought festooned with flags of the allies, rising sun marked 1916 and
legend 'Vers la victoire'. Addressed to Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Message:
'Up you go and the best of luck, Arthur'. Arthur William Schmidt, despite his German sounding
name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9
Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter, then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion
King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting
on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service
record survive.
Embroidered silk on embossed card 'picture frame' mount. Swag of flowers, 2 birds on nest, and
message ' A kiss from France'. Addressed to Miss Hilda Mary Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole.
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Message: 'With best love from Uncle Allan'.
Embroidered silk pstcard on embossed card mount. Flags of the Allies and '1916'. Addressed to
Mrs. A.W. Schmidt, 9 Marlboro Avenue, Goole. Arthur William Schmidt, despite his German
sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's carpenter. In the 1911 census he was
living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter, then aged 28. He served with the 5th
Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler for two years from 1908, reenlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army
service record survive.
Lee Enfield sword bayonet, wooden handle, leather scabbard. Blade marked with crown, GR, 1907
~4~17 below hilt on one side, ordnance mark, '6B' and X on the other. Belonged to A.W. Schmidt
of Goole. Arthur William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and
worked as a ship's carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his
wife and daughter, then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry (Territorials) as a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent
occasions. He was discharged on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
'D' loop of brass, hinged. Fastened with padlock. Belonged to A.W. Schmidt of Goole. Arthur
William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's
carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter,
then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as
a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged
on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Letter from Mr. Pickard, Aire & Calder Navigation Engineer's Office, to Mrs. A.W. Schmidt of Goole
detailing allowance to be paid to her during her husband's war service. Dated 14.8.1914. Arthur
William Schmidt, despite his German sounding name, was born in Goole and worked as a ship's
carpenter. In the 1911 census he was living at 9 Marlbro Avenue, Goole with his wife and daughter,
then aged 28. He served with the 5th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (Territorials) as
a bugler for two years from 1908, re-enlisting on several subsequent occasions. He was discharged
on 12th June 1919. Parts of his army service record survive.
Soldier's small book belonging Albert Cowling of Reedness, no. 12133, 6th KOYLI, enlisted 25
August 1914 (Special Reserve). Born in 1897 at Reedness, the son of a farmer, he was a farm
horseman working for his widowed mother Anne at the time of the 1911 census. He enlisted on
25th August 1914, served in France and died of his wounds on 20th August 1915. He is buried at St.
Sever cemetery, Rouen.
Embroidered card, silk in form of envelope with shield worked with blue/white/red diagonal
stripes and spray of forget-meknots. Card mount embossed with holly and mistletoe. Contains
card printed with crossed flags:'Thinking of you'. Addressed to Beatrice L. Scmidt, 9 Marlboro
Avenue, Goole. Message:'From Dad'.
Framed discharge certificate showing two soldiers standing before Brittania who is holding a sword
and a flag. Around the edge are classical columns, swags and cherubs, and the hand written
section reads '38382 Private Ernest Richardson, East Yorkshire Regiment. Served with honour and
was disabled in the Great War. Honourably discharged on 9th July 1918'. He was awarded the
Victory medal and British War medal.
Embroidered East Yorkshire Regiment emblem in gold and red silk on a buff coloured background.
Dates 1914 to 1918 embroidered in the corners and bottom centre in pale blue.
Scroll commemorating 2nd Lt. David Morley of the East Yorkshire Regiment, who was killed in
action during WWI. With coat of arms and signature of King George V. In card mount with glass
(wooden frame has not survived). Morley was born in Beverley in 1896, the son of David Morley
(proprietor of the Beverley Arms Hotel) and Rosa Grace Morley. In the 1911 census he was a
school boy aged 15, living with his parents at the hotel. He served in France from 19/9/1915,
initially as a Corporal in the Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders (service no. 3/7037) and then a 2nd
Lieutenant in the 4th Battalion East Yorkshire Regiment. He died on 16/6/1917 aged 21 and was
buried at Bailleul Road East Cemetery, St. Laurent-Blangy.
Three First World War medals on a metal bar, awarded to Cpl. William Woodcock, of the East
Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry. The 1914-15 Star - Authorised in 1918 to award to those who saw
service as defined in 'Admiralty and Army Orders' between 5th August 1914 and December 1915.
Those eligible for a 1914 star were not entitled to a 1914-15 star, although if awarded either they
would automatically qualify for the British War Medal 1914-1920 and the Victory Medal 19141919. Both of these medals are also on the bar. The British War Medal was instituted by King
George V in 1919 to mark the end of the War and record the service given. Although the war
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ended in 1918, the qualification period was extended to cover post-war mine clearance and service
in Russia during 1919-20. A total of approximately 6,500,000 silver medals were issued. A total of
approx. 110,000 bronze versions were issued to Chinese, Maltese, Indian and other native Labour
Corps and also to other native personnel who were mobilised for war service and recieved pay at
military rates. The Victory Medal was authorised in 1919 to commemorate the victory of the allies
over the Central Powers.
Sepia photograph of Corporal William Woodcock in East Riding Yeomanry uniform, seated on a
wooden chair. William rented Sewerby Cottage Farm (situated on Marton Rd behind the present
Somerfield supermarket) and had a milk round in North Bridlington before joining the forces.
Official disembodiment certificate for William Woodcock, dated 6th March 1919. It states he
joined up on 10th November 1914 and was born in 1893. William rented Sewerby Cottage Farm
(situated on Marton Rd behind the present Somerfield supermarket) and had a milk round in North
Bridlington before joining the forces. He served with the East Riding Yeomanry in Egypt/Palestine.
Paper certificate showing employment during the war for William Woodcock. It mentions that he
was a farmer before enlisting and in the section Special Remarks it says 'A hard worker. Has done
splendid work throughout the war. Very good......'. The object of this certificate was to help a
soldier to get a job when he returned to civillian life. William rented Sewerby Cottage Farm
(situated on Marton Rd behind the present Somerfield supermarket) and had a milk round in North
Bridlington before joining the forces. He served with the East Riding Yeomanry in Egypt/Palestine.
Copy of a sepia photograph of 'A Squadron E.R.I.Y.Y. Expeditionary Force, Oct., 1915.' William
Woodcock is on the front row lying down, third from the right. There is also a copy of a photograph
album that celebrates 'The 50th Anniversary of the Raising of the Regiment, Beverley, July 26th,
1953'. It contains thirteen b&w images of the Regiment on horseback parading alongside Beverley
racetrack, in the Market Place and the grounds of the Minster. William Woodcock rented Sewerby
Cottage Farm (situated on Marton Rd behind the present Somerfield supermarket) and had a milk
round in North Bridlington before joining the forces. He served with the East Riding Yeomanry in
Egypt/Palestine.
Brass box issued to the men in the trenches in the first winter of WWI, which would have
contained a variety of gifts, mostly smoking related. The box is embossed with a woman's head
surrounded by leaves and flanked by 2 M's. The embossing around the edge is worn but says
'Christmas 1914' at the bottom and 'Impericum Britannicum' at the top. In the corners are the
names of the Allied Powers; clockwise from top right are 'Japan, Russia, Montenegro, [unclear],
France, [unclear].
Brass badge with crown in centre. Blue enamel ring on outer edge, with legend: ' On War Service
1914'.
Certificate of transfer to Reserve for Private Makin Bell Durham, West Riding Regiment, 9
December 1919. Transfer for Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. He was born at Snaith in 1886,
the son of Makin Lee Durham (a jobbing bricklayer) and Agnes Durham. In the 1911 census he was
aged 25, living in Snaith with his parents and working as a hairdresser. He married Eva L. Bramhill
at Goole in 1911. Durham joined up in 1915 and served with the West Yorkshire Regiment and the
Northumberland Fusiliers (service numbers 50127, 35016 and 35413). He died in 1969.
Oval badge pierced with enamelled white rose in cetre. Blue enamelled edge, with legend
'National Reserve. East Riding of Yorkshire'. Crescent lapel button clip on back engraved 1543.
Maker's name on back.
French postcard from the First World War, showing a photograph of a French soldier, with a small
boy in an inset.
Example of WWI trench art. A British shell (ordnance marked) cut with series of spikes at top,
curving outwards to produce a vase. Based marked with factory stamp, shell size (no.1 2/a6) and
'Lot 92' amongst other marks.
Postcard on which is written names of Craven family members (and possibly friends) serving in the
Great War, with their units. Pre-1918, since it includes John W. Craven, killed 1918.
Black/white postcard depicting the entrance to Victoria Barracks, Beverley, the base of the East
Yorkshire Regiment in the early 1900's. Group of soldiers, mother and some children stood outside
the entrance. Message on back from "Uncle Herbert" to his nephew H. Fishwick, 55 Hart Street,
New Cleethorpes. Postmarked 1909. The site is now occupied by Morrisons supermarket. From
collection in album.
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British War Medal 1914-1920. Obverse: Portrait of George V 'Georgius V Britt. Omn. Rex et Ind.
Imp'. Reverse: naked man with drawn sword on horse, skull beneath horse's hooves.
Impressed round rim: 40975 J.P. Knight. D.H. RNR'. General Service medal was awarded to
everyone who served in a theatre of war 1914-1918.
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Appeal to children from the Over-Seas Club fund to bring a penny to provide parcels of tobacco,
cigarettes and comforts to soldiers and sailors, Christmas Day 1915.
Bill Aitkin in WWI period army uniform. He also served during the Second World War and after as a
Special Policeman. He served for 46 years with the Holderness Drainage Board, the River Hull
Catchment Board and the Ouse River Board. He was awarded the MBE in 1947 for his work during
the floods of that year. Died aged 68
Portrait of Frank Carlill, taken when he was a soldier during the First World War. Judging from his
cap badge, he was a soldier in the Royal Engineers. The Carlill family worked as carpenters and
undertakers in Long Riston during the 19th century and through to the mid-20th century. In the
1911 census Frank Carlill aged 14, was a school boy at Long Riston, the son of Richard Carlill (a
wheelwright & joiner) and his wife Sarah. He was born in 1897 and died in 1967. There is a medal
card for a Sapper Frank Carlill in the R.E.s (service number 223402).
Sidney Young, a soldier friend of Frank Young killed during the First World War. The back of the
photograph reads "Frank's friend aged 18 when killed in just 6 weeks. Sidney Young. Killed in
France in 1916". Born at Somercoates, Lincolnshire in about 1897, the son of Robert Young (a
bricklayer) and his wife Florence. He was a 14 year old school boy at the time of the 1911 census,
living in Skirlaugh, East Yorkshire. He enlisted in Hull as a private in the 21st Battalion King's Royal
Rifle Corps (service number C/12639), dying of wounds received in action on 17th September
1916. His medal card notes he was awarded the Victory medal and British war medal for his
service.
Group of WWI British army soldiers (probably Royal Engineers judging by the cap badges). Frank
Carlill of Long Riston, second row, second from left. He served in the army during the First World
War. n the 1911 census Frank Carlill aged 14, was a school boy at Long Riston, the son of Richard
Carlill (a wheelwright & joiner) and his wife Sarah. He was born in 1897 and died in 1967. There is a
medal card for a Sapper Frank Carlill in the R.E.s (service number 223402).
Page from a family photograph album showing Ernest Ashelford in British army uniform. First
World War period.
Arthur E. Hobson, youngest son of John and Edith Hobson. Arthur was wounded twice in France
during the First World War and was awarded the Military Medal. Page from a family album.
Perhaps to be equated with Private Arthur E. Hobson of the East Yorkshire regiment (service
number 22728) and the Northumberland Fusiliers (38562), whose medal card notes he was
awarded the Victory medal and the British War medal. In the 1911 census, there is an Arthur
Ernest Hobson living at 6 Eastgate View, Hornsea (aged 21), working as a house decorator. His
parents were John Hobson (a bricklayer labourer) and Edith Emma Hobson. He died in 1971.
Injured soldiers, location unknown, but presumably convalescing at a hospital. First World War
period. Far right, back row: George Richman
B/W postcard sent to Mr. A. Pougher, of Elizabeth Place, Butcher Row, Beverley. Relates to Alfred
Towse, who married Sarah Pougher, also of Butcher Row. The card shows an impromptu boxing
match between two soldiers. Postmarked 21/7/1912. Brought in to old photograph day in July
2001, by Ronald Towse, of Beverley.
Circular badge, crown in centre, royal blue enamel. Marked: 'On War Service 1914'. Badge has
crescent to fit through lapel buttonhole, impressed '58470. Edge marked 'B'.
'The Terrors of the 5th Yorks' Postcard from Jack Dunning to his sister May.
Reverse of the postcard 'The Terrors of the 5th Yorks'
Black and white photograph of a group of WWI period soldiers, posed under an open sided
structure - on a railway platform? No information.
Pair of WWI period British army soldiers, possibly from a cavalry or Yeomanry unit, as they are
carrying riding crops. William Henry Waite, known as Butch (he was a butcher), on the right.
Frank Carlill, father of John Carlill. He was a soldier in World War One.
Photograph from the family album of Gwen Baslington, probably a member of Turner Family.
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Taken in a Hull photographer's studio. Judging from the crop he is carrying, this man was either a
Waggoner or a soldier in a Yeomanry/cavalry unit.
Rear of postcard sent from Harry Duffin to his mother in Nafferton during the First World War. (see
HL9802). He was in the Wagoners Special Reserve and served in the Army Service Corp. Harry
Duffin is the father of the donor Edward 'Jim' Duffin. Mr Duffin recounted how his father used to
partake in the wagon races near Finburgh station. The Wagoners Special Reserve was set up by Sir
Mark Sykes before the war (in 1913). The Reserve was called up to serve in France to provide the
army with skilled drivers - they were split up and sent to different regiments.
The Waggoners Monument, Sledmere. Set up after WWI to commemorate the men of the
Wagoners Reserve, a unit created by the owner of Sledmere House, Sir Mark Sykes. He designed
the carvings on the monument showing men going to war, the work being executed by Carlo
Magnioni. The Wagoners Special Reserve was created due to the expertise of local drivers with
pole waggons, which were requisitioned for army use during the war. This photograph was
brought in to an old photo day at Beverley Art Gallery in 1998. A Museum devoted to the
Wagoners is open to the public at Sledmere House.
Photograph of Charles Derrick, with 'RFC Heliopolis, Egypt - 1917' written on the back of the
photograph. In flying gear, with tent behind him. The Royal Flying Corps became the Royal Air
Force in 1918.
John Francis Sellers in army uniform, standing by a bicycle. Born 26/01/1874 at 28 Newton Street,
Stockton, Durham. He opened one of the first fish and chip shops in Bridlington. In the 1911 census
he is listed at Hilderthorpe, Bridlington, aged 37, profession a fish merchant, along with his wife
and four children.
An unidentified WWI period British army soldier in khaki uniform (unit not identified). Photography
studio - Hodgson's, The Studio, Bridlington.
William Henry Waites, known as Butch (he was a butcher), his wife Dorothy and daughters Nancy
Ellen and Mary Hannah (known as Biddy). Waites is in his army uniform. Taken at 3 Florence Place,
Queen Street, Driffield.
WWI period British army officer. The back of the postcard is stamped with '13th November 1917' .
Photographers: Charles Howell & Son, 97 High Street, Chatham, also Pleasure Beach Blackpool.
Postcard sent from Harry Duffin to his mother during the First World War. Duffin is marked on the
postcard by a cross. He served in the Wagoners Special Reserve and the Army Service Corps.
Harry Duffin was the father of the donor, Edward 'Jim' Duffin. Mr Duffin recounted to us how his
father used to partake in wagon races near Fimber station. The Wagoners Special Reserve was set
up before the war by Sir Mark Sykes, of Sledmere House, to provide the army with skilled drivers.
The Reserve was called up to serve in France and was split up and sent to different regiments.

'Group of five WWI period British army soldiers (mostly NCO's), posed outside a door. 'Jack
Dunning Robson' written on back of postcard.
Bill Ward, husband of Eve Waites. Picture on right was taken at Florence Place, Queen Street,
Driffield. WWI period. The picture on the right shows him in Britiah Army uniform of the First
World War period.
5th Battalion the Yorkshire Regiment, Driffield recruits. Postcard from W.Waites (stationed at
Barracks in Scarborough) to his sister-in-law.
Photograph of Bill and Eva Ward (nee Waites), with children Ernie, Tom, Doris and Florrie. Eva was
Butch's sister (William Henry Waites). WWI period uniform.
Rectangular lidded brass box. These boxes, containing special rations were issued to the men in
the trenches in the first winter of World War I. The box lid is embossed with a woman's head in the
centre surrounded by leaves and flanked by two M's. Clockwise around the edge are the names of
the Allied Powers 'Imperium Britannicum, Japan, Russia, Monte Negro, Christmas 1914, Servia,
France, Belgium'.. Contains items 2008.26.2-5
Metal badge with wreath and crown, and initials RFC in centre. Possibly a cap badge. Has had a pin
which is now missing. Belonged to a member of the Royal Flying Corps in WW1. Found by donor on
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Beverley Westwood / York Road.
Green envelope, marked 'On Active Service' and franked 'Field Post Office, 23 Feb. 19...'
Addressed to Miss Eva Proctor, no.11 East Parade Goole Yorkshire'. Contains letter to his sister on
white notepaper, signed by John James Proctor. Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the
son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke
at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived at Luddington. He enlisted at
Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number 15619).
Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Green envelope, marked 'On Active Service' and franked 'Field Post Office 61, 2 May. 1916'
Addressed to Miss Eva Proctor, no.11 East Parade Goole Yorkshire'. Contains letter to his sister on
white notepaper, signed by John James Proctor. Dated 23.2.1916. Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire,
J.J. Proctor was the son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at
Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived
at Luddington. He enlisted at Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght
Infantry (service number 15619). Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Green envelope, marked 'On Active Service' and franked 'Field Post Office 61, 4 Ju 1916' .
Contains letter on notepaper headed 'On Active Service with the British Expeditonary Force' with
YMCA logos. From Private J.J. Proctor to his sister Eva , dated 2 May 1916. Envelope signed off by
'G. Elliott', so posted after Private Proctor's death. Addressed to 'Goole, Lincolnshire'. Born at
Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth
Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at
school. Later lived at Luddington. He enlisted at Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own
Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number 15619). Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Letter to Eva Proctor from QMS (Quartermaster Sergeant) G. Elliott to tell her of the circumstances
of her brother's death in action in France, 1 June 1916 (the first day of the battle of the Somme).
Letter dated 4.6.1916. Envelope has triangular 'Passed by Censor' stamp. Born at Airmyn, East
Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at
Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived
at Luddington. He enlisted at Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght
Infantry (service number 15619). Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Bamboo swagger stick, metal ferrule, band and head. Head carries insignia of King's Own Yorkshire
Light Infantry. Belonged to Private John James Proctor of Luddington. Born at Airmyn, East
Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at
Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived
at Luddington. He enlisted at Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght
Infantry (service number 15619). Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Frame containing death plaque for John Proctor, General Service Medal (L) and 1914-1915 Star (R)
both awarded to Private John James Proctor. Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the
son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke
at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived at Luddington. He enlisted at
Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number 15619).
Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916. Frame modern.
Memorial card with black/silver border, for Private John James Proctor, 7th Battalion King's Own
Yorkshire Light Infantry, son of George and Bertha Proctor of Luddington, killed in action 1 June
1916 in France, aged 25. Cover: pansies, with legend 'In Loving Memory' and verse.
Brown field postcard, signed by J.J. Proctor, dated 24.8.15 and sen to Eva Proctor, no.11 East
Parade, Goole, Yorkshire , England. Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the son of
George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the
time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived at Luddington. He enlisted at
Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number 15619).
Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Embossed edges. Silk 'envelope' embroidered with forget-menots, flags of the Allies and legend
'for the right'. Contains small card with legend 'Forget Me Not'. Sent from 'Jim' to Eve. 1915 (ie
John James Proctor to his sister Eva). Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was the son of
George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near Gilberdyke at the
time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived at Luddington. He enlisted at
Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number 15619).
Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Blue paper. Issued to John James Proctor to attend at 30 Burlington Crescent, Goole at 9.30 on 29
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August 1914 for purposes of Attestation before a JP. Dated 28.8.1914. Back of form not
completed. Signed by Sergeant-Major Jos. Clegg. Born at Airmyn, East Yorkshire, J.J. Proctor was
the son of George (a railway platelayer) and Elizabeth Proctor, living at Staddlethorpe near
Gilberdyke at the time of the 1911 census, when he still at school. Later lived at Luddington. He
enlisted at Garthorpe, joining the 7th Battalion King's Own Yorkshire LIght Infantry (service number
15619). Died of his wounds on 1st June 1916.
Brown leather saddle with girth band and other straps. Metal buckles, felt(?) lining with metal
core. It bears an army ordnance mark, so perhaps was originally used in WWI - the donor is in his
80's and says that it is definitely older than him. Also, a plaited leather whip, with a deer leg bone
for a handle, a set of leather blinkers and assorted horse bits of various types. The saddle is
thought to have been made in Beverley and was used by the donor (who worked as a farrier) on a
double shafted cart.
Scarborough - Black Shed Farm (Stepney Rd). This picture shows "D" Squadron of the East Riding
Yeomanry, led by its squadron leader, Major the Hon. Guy Wilson, ascending the race course hill,
with the tented camp in the distance. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Scarborough Camp - Part of "D" Squadron, East Riding lines. Here are the tents and horse lines of
the "Pocklington Troop", with the writer performing his ablutions near the tent doorway. On the
right of the picture - wearing a Sam Browne belt, is Sgt. Major Rbt. S. Stephenson of Grange Farm,
Goodmanham. Others in the picture from left to right are Harry Duffield, Sgt. Jack Hatfield, Dick
Jefferson, Leonard Sampson, Ted Robinson, Harold Brigham - and seated on the ground, Ben Byass
killed in action in Palestine in 1917, and Frank Potter. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
'D' Squadron Horse Lines. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). East Riding Yeomanry annual camp in 1913.
Scarborough Camp - "D" Squadron Forage Heap. Members of "Pocklington Troop", drawing feeds
for the horses. Little did we think when this photograph was taken, that, fifty years later, and after
two world wars, four of us in the front row would for several years, travel together in the writers
car to the annual reunions of the East Riding Yeomanry Old Comrades' Association. (E.V. Byass,
H.W. Lyon, Jim Conmy, Tom H. Fawcett. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Scarborough Camp - Church Parade, 1913. Here, resplendent in full dress uniform , is the regiment
on Church Parade, the hymns being accompanied by the excellent Regimental Band. In those
peace-time days, unless on duty, no troops were allowed out of camp except when wearing full
dress. Another year had passed when, in the June of that fateful year, 1914, the annual camp was
at York - in a field situated between the Knavesmire and Bishopthorpe Rd. Then barely two months
later - August bank holiday - found many a yeoman cleaning his equipment and saddlery and
preparing his personal kit in readiness for a possible call up. This proved to be a wise precautionfor,
by the afternoon of the following day, August 4th, notices were being posted in prominent
positions - the wall of the Londesborough Arms in Market Weighton for instance - announcing that
"His Majesty is pleased to order the mobilization of the Territorial Force......."(Notes taken from H.
W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Notice of Embodiment sent to Trooper Harold Lyon of the East Riding Yeomanry in August 1914,
when the regiment was mobilised for war. By the first post on Tuesday August 5th there came the
official notice to "Join by 12 noon on that day", with the warning that "should you not present
yourself as ordered, you will be liable to be proceeded against" signed W.R. Tylden-Wright, Capt
and Adjutant. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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Kilnwick Percy - Group of Pocklington Troop, East Riding Yeomanry (part only). Left to right - back
row: S.S.M. Robt. Stephenson; Jas. Appleton; Percy Byass; Alan Greenshaw; Jack (Mike) Harrison;
Sgt.Jack Hatfield.
Middle row: Frank Riley; Wilf Ottley; Tom England; Trumpeter Shaw; Leonard Sampson.
Front row: H.W. Lyon; Dick Utteridge; Jim Conmy; John (Banker Jack) Harrison. At the Home Farm,
Kilnwick Percy, whilst "D" Squadron were housed on straw in the granaries, many of the men of
the other squadrons were sleeping in open cartsheds, perhaps with only a tarpaulin sheet hung
across the front. Now came the time for the separation of those of us who had offered to serve
overseas, from those who had chosen otherwise. At first there were enough men to form only one
Service Squadron - three parts of which, I am proud to say, came from peacetime "D" Squadron.
This service squadron became "A" Squadron, as more men quickly offered themselves to form "B"
and "C" Squadrons.(Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 19121918).
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"Another picture of most of the same men as those on our last slide. Members of the Regiment
who had not volunteered for foreign service now formed the nucleus of the Second Line regiment
under the command of Liet-Col. P.Langdale, who for valid reasons was not permitted to serve
overseas. The Sqadron leader of our old "D" Squadron, Major Guy Wilson, now promoted to Lieut.
Colonel - took command of the 1st line regiment, with Major E. Duke Moore became second-incommand. Likewise the new Regimental Sergent Major was formerly our old S.S.M. G.A. Stevens.
Early in November (3rd Nov 1914) the regiment was at the beginning of a six months stay in and
around the county of Durham - Bowes House Farm, (or should we say Boases Hoose Farm" at
Fence Houses, Castle Eden (Nimmo's Brewery), Seaham Harbour (Seaham Hall), Bedlington, etc,
the squadrons interchanging from time to time. Here our coastal defence duties were interspersed
with inland training. But it was at Seaham Hall, on the cliff top between Seaham harbour and
Ryhope, that we of "A" squadron spent our first war-time christmas at a time when, for defence
reasons, we were strictly confined to barracks." (several more paragraphs follow.) (Notes taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Group of East Riding Yeomanry men (Pocklington Troop) in Sewerby Park, August 1914, shortly
before World War I. They are led by Sergeants Jack Hatfield (of Allerthorpe) and Gibson Beale
(Sutton-on-Derwent). It was here that volunteers to serve overseas were called for.
(Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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Costessey Park (July 1915) Evening Stables. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale
of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Site of the East Riding Yeomanry's last camp before they went abroad
for service in Egypt/Palestine.
"Costessey Park - Sunday dinner after the storm. Sunday dinner had to be taken in the open, after
a raging storm during the night had demolished the mess tents. An hour before midnight on the
last day of August 1915, the regiment was turned out to hear the call - the urgent call - for more
infantry for the Gallipoli campaign. Need it be said, that the men volunteered with one voice,
although it meant the loss of our horses, and the unaccustomed roll as footsloggers." (Notes taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Costessey Park (near Norwich) - Trenching. (H.W.L is third man from right.) On the 17th September
1915, all horses were sent to the Leicestershire Yeomanry, and the following day, infantry training
began in earnest. Who was that trumpeter who brought the first "crisis" by sounding the infantry
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reveille - "get out of bed". History does not record its devastating effect on "father" - Regimental
Sergeant-Major G.A. Stevens - a regular cavalryman of many years standing. But I don't remember
it happening again. The atmosphere had been rather electric. (Notes taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Costessey Park - Y.M.C.A. Tent. It was in this hut that many of us spent our last few hours before,
very early in the morning of the 27th October, we rode the few miles to Thorpe railway station,
Norwich, there to entrain, with our horses, for an unknown destination. (Notes taken from H. W.
Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). This was the East Riding Yeomanry's last
camp before active service commenced.
Southampton Docks showing S.S. Mauretania. "By early afternoon, the train pulled into the
dockshed at Southampton, and just across the platform was the transport "Victorian", which was
to take us on the next stage of our journey. It was no easy task getting all the horses aboard, down
steeply sloping gangways, and backed into their stalls with no space for them to lie down for the
whole voyage. Following four days at sea, we passed through the Straits of Gibralter (Oct 31st
1915). The next day we received a message that the "Mercian", carrying our comrades of the
Lincolnshire Yeomanry had been heavily shelled by an enemy submarine and was putting into the
Algerian port of Oran for repairs and burials. On 5th November we sailed into Valletta Harbour,
Malta. We were given opportunities for going ashore, and many of the Maltese boys swarmed
round the ship in their native "bum-boats", offering ciggarettes, chocolate etc. That night we had
an excellent concert on deck, the ship's rigging serving as the upper circle. At noon on the 6th, the
Victoria steamed out to sea, with a lively escort of Japanese destroyers, for which we were
thankful. It was understood that we were bound for Salonika, but our destination was altered
again. On November 9th our boat made fast alongside Gabari Docks in Alexandria. Disembarkation
commenced at once. The horses,unfit to be ridden after two weeks at sea, were led some miles
eastwards to Chatby Camp. We reached the capital, Cairo, on November 22nd." (Abridged notes
taken from H. W. Lyon's lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Lyon's diary notes that
they left Southampton on October 27th 1915.
Kasr-el-Nil bridge with the barracks in the distance. "After a sumptuous dinner which was awaiting
us in the Kasr-el-Nil Barracks (22nd Nov 1915) we set off on the seven mile march, sometimes
riding, but perhaps more often on foot, leading our horses. Our route lay along a narrow, dusty
road, fortunately shaded by huge overhanging Lebbek trees. But how thrilled we were when we
caught, in the distance, our first glimpse of those world famous pyramids of Giza, in the shadow of
which was to be our abode for the next week or so." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Cairo - Mena House Hotel, near the Great Pyramid. The building had been converted into a military
hospital.
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Mena Camp and the Great Pyramid. What a dusty, filthy camp it was. However, our stay there did
give wonderful opportunities to explore those famous pyramids."
(details taken from H. W. Lyon's lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Lyon's diary
notes that they arrived at Mena Camp on 22nd November 1915.
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"The Great Pyramid of Cheops (or Khufu), taken from the front garden wall of the Mena House
Hotel (see 2001 88.17 for picture of hotel)."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Base of the Great Pyramid, and my companion, Ray Eeed (June 1916) with a boy guide and our
three donkeys - at that time our main means of transport."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"The Great Pyramid with H.W.Lyon (now Sgt.) near its base."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Entrance to the Great Pyramid. Before entering we must remove our boots - not because it is holy
ground - but to enable us to hold our feet on the worn and polished stone on the uneven floor of
the passages. For quite a distance it is necessary to crawl on hands and knees."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"The Great Pyramid. This picture shows a part of the passage which leads to the sepulchre of
Cheops. The only light was thrown by the piece of candle which each of us carried."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"The Great Pyramid - Pharaoh's chamber and sarcophagus in the heart of the pyramid." Written on
the slide is "Khufu's sarcophagus."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Great Pyramid, view from the summit. At the shadows' apex, the village of Mena, in which most
of the Cairo and Pyramid guides reside."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"On top of the Great Pyramid. The pole in the centre of the picture shows the original height of the
pyramid before the outer casing was removed. The man standing is the guide who took us up, and
squatting down is the man boiling his kettle to make us a cup of tea. And very welcome it was, in
spite of the charge of one shilling per cup."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"View of second pyramid, that of the Pharaoh Cepren, from the summit of the Great Pyramid"
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Ruins of the granite temple, frequently refered to as the temple of the Sphinx. It was discovered
in 1853. It is actually a massive monumental gateway forming the entrance to the masonry
causeway leading up to the Pyramid Temple on the east front of the second pyramid (Cephren)."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"This picture shows the writer and a boy guide seated some distance from the Sphinx with the
Great Pyramid in the background. On 28th November, after getting on the train at Cairo station,
"A" squadron travelled southward to Wasya Junction, then westwards to reach Medinet el Fayoum
- the main town of the Fayoum Oasis - then a ride of four miles brought us to a barren strip of
stony dessert - at Dier el Azab, at 04.00 on the 29th."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum Oasis - El Azab camp from the south-east. Very quickly this strip of dessert became a
large Brigade Headquarters Camp, and in the picture we see some of the tents and horse-shelters,
and in the foreground, what was to be the parade ground."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum Oasis - El Azab - "A" Squadron cookhouse. Third from the left is Dick Forrest, cook in
charge, and a real character."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum Oasis - "A" Squadron horse-lines. Pictured here is a portion of the horse shelters - a
wooden framework covered with a matting made of straw. It was intended to keep the horses
protected from the sun. The tree men are native "syces" whose job it was to assist with forage and
keeping the horse lines clean."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum oasis - El Azab - Senior Officers of the Regiment. Left to right; Major Buxton, Major
Dalton-White, Lieut-Col the Hon. Guy Wilson, next unrecognised, then Major E. Duke Moore. Our
days here were spent in training exercises and polishing buttons and saddlery. Our duties were to
patrol the western desert, to intercept any attack on the Fayoum from that direction by the
Senussi tribes, who, aided and encouraged by the Germans, were threatening Egypt from the west.
There were many hundreds of Senussi sympathisers in the oasis, an area roughly three quarters of
the size of the East Riding, and the largest natural oasis in Africa."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum oasis - El Azab - dhura crop flooded by Sakeer. The crops are dependant on water brought
from the Nile through the main canal - the Bahr Yusef (River of Joseph). It is then carried through a
network of irrigation canals. In this picture there is a field of dhura (maize) being flooded by the oxdriven "sakeer" in the background."
(details taken from H. W. Lyon's lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Lyon's diary
notes that the East Riding Yeomanry arrived at Fayoum station on 29th November 1915.
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"Ox driven sakeer. A strange piece of ancient machinery, A rough horizontal wooden cog-wheel,
engaging a vertical wheel to which are fitted metal buckets or even earthenware jars, the power
provided by a blindfolded water buffalo walking round in a circle."
(details taken from H. W. Lyon's lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Lyon's diary
notes that the East Riding Yeomanry arrived at Fayoum station on 29th November 1915.
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"Fayoum oasis - El Azab - irrigation water wheels. These massive wheels, about fourty feet high,
have a hollow rim divided into compartments. As the wheel is turned by the flow of water in the
main canal water is lifted in these compartments and tipped into the raised channel through which
it flows on to the higher land"
(details taken from H. W. Lyon's lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Lyon's diary
notes that the East Riding Yeomanry arrived at Fayoum station on 29th November 1915.
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"Fayoum oasis, the Shadoof. This is a more labourious method of irrigation, consisting of two large
stone pillars with a heavy beam across the top. From this beam is slung a long pole with a bag of
stones on one end to act as a counterweight. A skin bucket was suspended on the other end of the
rope"
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum oasis - archimedian screw for raising water. By turning the handle, the contraption is
turned and "worms" the water upwards to flood the land."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum oasis - El Azab - The Stadium. A large Y.M.C.A hut was erected in the camp, called "The
Stadium". It consisted of a wooden framework, covered with maize straw matting. Here on two
occasions we were privileged to receive visits from the wonderful Concert Party run by Miss Lena
Ashwell (Lady Simson - wife of Sir Henry Simson).
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Fayoum oasis - Abu Gandir Halt - Loading camels with "dries". Our rations, and the forage for the
horses, were brought out on the Fayoum Light Railway to a convenient point and then loaded on
to camels for delivery to our camp. Here you see the camels being loaded with "dries", a very
coarse hay, for the horses. "
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"In this photograph we see the "Nurag" - the Egyptian power choppy cutter near our camp at
Gharack West. A heavily laden platform carried on a number of circular knives, this is drawn over
the straw by oxen time and time again. As fresh straw is laid down, the cut straw is raked into the
centre of the ring. "
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Autograph" album compiled by Nell Lawtey (the donor's aunt), during the First World War. She
was born at Long Riston and trained as a nurse. During the war, she worked at a convalescent
hospital at Somerville College in Oxford. The album was "autographed" by soldiers from many
different units who were patients at the hospital. Some of the entries really are just signatures, but
the majority are more elaborate - they include poems, pencil / ink drawings and even
watercolours. The subjects of these illustrations are equally varied - military equipment, scenes
from the front, portraits, animals etc.
Black & white photograph showing the band of the 2/1st East Riding Yeomanry at Bridlington,
1916. They are wearing khaki service dress and are posed with their instruments in front of a tent.
The back of the photograph has the location and date marked in pen, although pencil annotations
also give alternative dates - 1917 and 1918. It also has parts of labels for "A. Brocklesby, high class
groceries and provisions, Cottingham." It is known that there was a bandmaster W. Brocklesby in
the ERY, so he may be depicted in this photograph.
Sepia toned postcard, labelled as showing the East Riding Yeomanry camp at Rieuvaulx. Pencil note
on the back says "Helmsley", where the annual ERY camp was held in 1909.
Card mounted photograph of officers of the East Riding Yeomanry (Wenlock's Horse) at Dalton
camp, East Yorkshire, May 1910. Names written underneath. Back row (l to r): Anderson, Sands,
Hodgson, Draper, Ridley. Middle row: staff officer, staff officer, Cyril Lloyd, Lyons, Walker, Capt.
Guy Wilson, Capt. Birch, Adt. Capt. T. Gurney, Buxton. Front row: Major Clive Wilson, staff officer,
Guy Palmes, General Plumer G.O.I.C. N.C., Colonel J.B. Stracey Clitherow C.O., staff officer, Major
P. Langdale (who commanded B squadron based in Beverley) and another staff officer. Seated in
front: Cadman, J. Dalton-White, T.G.N. Bardwell.
Nine postcards dating to the First World War and mainly depicting members of the East Yorkshire
Regiment. Sent by two of the donor's uncles (Sydney and Leonard Bolderson) to their sister Elsie
Bolderson, who was living in Patrington. The brothers both served in the Egypt campaign (19151918) and survived the war. One card postmarked 12 Sep 1912 is of a pre-war training camp and is
from "Walter" (relationship unknown) to Mr Bolderson in Hull. In the 1901 census, Sydney (9),
Leonard (6), Elsie (6) and four other sisters are all listed at Westgate, Patrington, Their parents
were Frederick and Martha W. Balderson, Frederick being a railway worker (in 1891 they had been
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at Arthur Street, Hull, Frederick then being a clerk). Sydney Bolderson (1891-1976) achieved the
rank of 2nd Lieutenant. He is 2nd from left back row in a postcard showing members of D company
13th Battalion E.Yorks Rgt. In the 1922 Kelly's street directory for Hull he is listed at 20 Queen's
Road. He is also described as a clerk. The studio portrait of a soldier and woman (wife? sister?) is
dated May 1918 on the back. One of the group shots is postmarked Ripon 22 Oct 1915 and the
message from Syd Bolderson to Elsie Bolderson mentions "Jessie" (Stamp), who he married in
1919. Leonard Bolderson (1894-1966) was a private in the East Yorkshire Regiment. One of the
postcards, showing a scene from Port Said, Egypt, has a military censor's mark on it. Another
showing a cavalryman (Yeomanry?) is perhaps unrelated.
Headed 'Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway'. Authorises M. Thompson, employed at Goole as a
fireman in the loco department to enlist. Dated 10th December 1915.
Postcard showing six men outside a tent. Percy Purnell is on the left and the donor's father,
Corporal William Brown Duffill is sitting on the right (marked with a cross). Percy John Purnell was
a Private/Sgt/2nd Lt in the East Riding Yeomanry, Regiment numbers 1026 and 50059, and was
commissioned on 8th February 1918. He survived the war and received the usual 3 medals; British
War medal, Victory medal and the 1914-15 Star. William Brown Duffill was born 1886 in the
October quarter in the Hull district. In the 1901 census he was working as a chemist's assistant and
living at 25 Wright St, Hull. His parents occupations were listed as house painter and dressmaker
respectively. He also had six brothers.
Postcard showing William Brown Duffill on horseback, probably at Sailsbury camp. In the donor's
letter she states that her father did not have his own horse and had to have one provided. On the
back of postcard (2011.58.1) he writes 'My horse is guilty of a very bad temper and gave me an
uncomfortable ride.' William Brown Duffill was born 1886 in the October quarter in the Hull
district. In the 1901 census he was working as a chemist's assistant and living at 25 Wright St, Hull.
His parents occupations were listed as house painter and dressmaker respectively. He also had six
brothers.
Postcard showing William Brown Duffill on horseback, probably at Sailsbury camp. In the donor's
letter she states that her father did not have his own horse and had to have one provided. On the
back of postcard (2011.58.1) he writes 'My horse is guilty of a very bad temper and gave me an
uncomfortable ride.' (This is a different horse to the one seen in 2011.58.2). William Brown Duffill
was born 1886 in the October quarter in the Hull district. In the 1901 census he was working as a
chemist's assistant and living at 25 Wright St, Hull. His parents occupations were listed as house
painter and dressmaker respectively. He also had six brothers.
11 postcards relating to the East Yorkshire Rifles and the Royal Field Artillery. One group shot is
marked 'The Lodge, Pearson Park, Hull' and is dated 27th August, 1907 and probably shows the
East Riding Rifles. There are three postcards showing the Royal Field Artillery, one has 'Knott End
Camp, July 10th 1909' and a message on the back, signed by Percy. This was the donor's uncle,
Percy Witty. He was sent to France where he was gassed.
'Old Comrades on Parade', newspaper cutting from The Yorkshire Post and Leeds Mercury,
Monday July 27th, 1953. The caption reads 'The mounted troop of the Old Comrades of the East
Riding Yeomanry arrive at Beverley Minster for the service yesterday to commemmorate the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the Regiment.'
Issue no.2 June 1915. Camp journal of Ruhleben civilian concentration camp outside Berlin, where
J.W. Kitwood of Goole was interned from 1914.
'Arms and badges of Ruhleben' 'concentration camp for British civilian prisoners of war, Ruhleben,
Germany'. Brief history of publisher of cards printed on back.
Watercolour of interior of POW hut in Ruhleben Concetration Camp. Hinged flap folds out to show
sides of bunkj beds on one side and hanging space for clothes on the other. Second piece intended
to be a flap but never attached: shows hut bed area on one side and hut door on the other,
marked with inmates' names - JW Kitwood, Leonard Hudson, Arthur Ricks, Samuel Parkins, Geo.
Hammond. JW ('Bill') Kitwood was interned at the outset of WW1 as a result of being crew
member of the Goole Steamship caught fully laden in Hamburg when war was declared in August
1914. Dated 22.9.1916.
Bronze star with '1914-1915' in laurel wreath, surmounted by crown. With watered silk
blue/white/red ribbon and metal clip. Awarded to J W Longley AB MFA (Merchant Fleet Auxiliary)
Victory medal; Obverse: winged victory. Reverse: The Great War for Civilisation 1914-1919.
engraved on edge: JW Longley, Bosun MFA (ie Merchant Fleet Auxiliiary)
Silver British War medal. Obverse: uncrowned head, George V. Reverse: naked horseman, 19141918. Engraved on rim: J W Longley Bosun MFA (Merchant Fleet Auxiliary).
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British War medal. Obverse: uncrowned head George V. Reverse: naked horseman, 1914-1918.
Engraved on rim: Thomas Cutter. Ribbed silk ribbon, blue/black/silver narrow striped, broad gold
stripe in centre.
Scimitar-shaped ornamental "trench art" letter opener made by George Milson during WW1 from
a shell-case. "To the old folks at home", "from George", scratched on surface. Ornamental, with
flowers etc. Private Milson was a bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and
241009). He was born in Beverley in about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane
and worked at the Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him married to
Clara, with one son. He survived the war and was awarded the British War medal and the Victory
medal. The bugle is also in the East Riding Museum Service collections.
2 WW1 campaigner's medals.
1) British War medal - Head of George V, with horseman on reverse, 1914-1918. With multicoloured ribbon. "3081 Pte G.M. Milson. York R" inscribed on edge.
2) Victory medal. "The Great War for Civilisation 1914-1919" within a wreath. Winged Victory on
reverse. Mounted on blue, yellow and white ribbon. "3081 Pte G.M. Milson. York R" inscribed on
edge.
George Milson was in Green Howards / 5th Reserve Battn. Yorks Reg.
Private Milson was a bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and 241009). He was
born in Beverley in about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane and worked at the
Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him married to Clara, with one son. He
survived the war and was awarded the British War medal and the Victory medal. The bugle is also
in the East Riding Museum Service collections.
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Bugle, with green cord holder, played by George Milson (of Green Howards) in France during
WW1. See also photograph of George playing the bugle. Private Milson was a bugler with the
Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and 241009). He was born in Beverley in about 1888, lived
at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane and worked at the Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker.
The 1911 census shows him married to Clara, with one son. The photograph is said to have been
taken in France during the First World War. He survived the war and was awarded the British War
medal and the Victory medal. The bugle is also in the East Riding Museum Service collections.
Framed photograph of George Milson, in army uniform, playing his bugle. Private Milson was a
bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and 241009). He was born in Beverley in
about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane and worked at the Beverley shipyard
as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him married to Clara, with one son. The photograph is
said to have been taken in France during the First World War. He survived the war and was
awarded the British War medal and the Victory medal. The bugle is also in the East Riding Museum
Service collections.
Collection of 10 postcards sent by George Milson to his family in Beverley while he was serving in
WW1. Consists of 7 paper cards, designed for "absent father" etc, 2 posted from camp in
Scarborough, 1915. Also 3 silk embroidered cards "To my dear wife" etc, one made in France and
printed in Flemish/French. Private Milson was a bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers
3081 and 241009). He was born in Beverley in about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27
Lurk Lane and worked at the Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him
married to Clara, with one son. The photograph is said to have been taken in France during the
First World War. He survived the war and was awarded the British War medal and the Victory
medal. The bugle is also in the East Riding Museum Service collections.
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Copies of 3 military service records, from website, for George Milson (Yorks Regiment 1914-18)
1) Attestation, Territorial Force, for recruit George William Milson, Jan 1915 by magistrate
2) Casualty Form, Active Service, 1916- Mch 1917
3) Form recording 2 medals awarded (medals also in collection).
Private Milson was a bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and 241009). He was
born in Beverley in about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane and worked at the
Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him married to Clara, with one son. He
survived the war and was awarded the British War medal and the Victory medal. The bugle is also
in the East Riding Museum Service collections.
Private Milson was a bugler with the Green Howards (service numbers 3081 and 241009). He was
born in Beverley in about 1888, lived at 3 Crown Terrace and later 27 Lurk Lane and worked at the
Beverley shipyard as a boilermaker. The 1911 census shows him married to Clara, with one son.
The photograph is said to have been taken in France during the First World War. He survived the
war and was awarded the British War medal and the Victory medal. The bugle is also in the East
Riding Museum Service collections.
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Two girls and boy looking at a portrait of a soldier. Sentimental verse by Madeleine St. Clair, and
legend: 'Loving thoughts of Dad'.
Embossed card, printed 'Many Happy Returns'. Silk embroidered with thistles and legend 'Dinna
Forget'. Addressed to Miss M. Cook, 22 Bromley Street, Hull.
Embossed card, silk envelope. Flap embroidered with butterfly, roses and forget-me-nots.
Envelope embroidered: 'From your soldier boy'. Contains card printed with wintry scene and
legend 'A Merry christmas and a Happy New year'. Sent to Martha from Bob, with indistinct
pencilled message.
Embossed card, silk with pocket containing folded miniature silk handkerchief. Pocket
embroidered with US flag and spray of forget-me-nots.
Embossed card, silk embroidered with horseshoe of pink flowers, rosebud and gold ring, legend 'All
kind thoughts'. Paper insert, heldin place with pink ribbon. Printed with verse and 'Far from you
but thinking of you'.
Embossed card, silk embroidered with rose, hill and flagpole with banner 'God be with you till we
meet again'. Pencil message on back 'from Bob to Martha with best leve'.
Card embossed with sweags of roses. Silk envelope, deckle-edge flap embroidered with yellow
fan, swallow, flower, forget-me-nots. Envelope with 'Tom my dear sweatheart' on back. 'From
Albert to Ethel (?).. A. Penistone (?) T325219. 280 Coy (...) BEF France.
Embossed card. silk envelope. Deckle-edged flap embroidered with hores-shoe, snow-covered
cottage, pink roses and mistletoe. Envelope embroidered with spray of rosebuds and 'A happy
New Year'. contains card printed withswalllows and pansies, and legend 'Happy Birthday'.
Indistinct pencil message on back.
Embossed card. silk envelope. Deckle-edged flap embroidered with Union Jack, pansy and legend
'I'm thinking of you'. 'From Bob, with best love'.
Embossed card. silk envelope. Flap embroidered with pair of yellow butterflies and pink flower.
Envelope embroidered with forget me nots and legend 'Yours always.' Contains card printed with
castle and legend 'To my dear sweetheart'.
Embossed card. silk envelope, embroidered on flap with swallw with spray of roses in its beak.
Envelope embroidered 'Kisses from France'. Contains small card printed with thistle nd legend 'A
kiss from France'. Addressed to Miss M Cook, 22 Bronley Street, Wilcomlee, Hull.
Embossed card. silk embroidered with basket of pansies and forget me not, and black cat, with
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legend 'From your friend'. Sent to Martha with love from Alfred. Printed CM Paris. Depose
Embossed card. silk embroidery. Red/white/blue flowers, cornucopia and spilling Easter eggs
embroidered in colkours of allied nations and legend 'Happy Easter'. Sent to Miss Martha Cool, 29
Bromley St. off wilcomlee, Hull with pencilled message. Produced by TC Paris.
'Death penny' - bronze plaque, marked 'He died for freedom and honour' with 'Richard Ramskill' in
cartouche. It commemorates Private Richard Ramskill (service numbers 3914 and 241307). Born in
Goole in 1894, he was the son of Richard Ramskill of 23 Kingston Street, Old Goole. The 1911
census shows him at Mount Pleasant Farm, Swinefleet, aged 17, working as a farm hand. He served
in France with the 1st/5th battalion Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. He died on 28.7.1916 and
was buried at Lonsdale Cemetery, Authuile.
1914-1915 star, red/ink/white/blue watered silk ribbon. Engraved on back: 241307. Pte R.
Ramskill. Yorks LI. Posthumously awarded to Private Richard Ramskill (service numbers 3914 and
241307). Born in Goole in 1894, he was the son of Richard Ramskill of 23 Kingston Street, Old
Goole. The 1911 census shows him at Mount Pleasant Farm, Swinefleet, aged 17, working as a
farm hand. He served in France with the 1st/5th battalion Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. He
died on 28.7.1916 and was buried at Lonsdale Cemetery, Authuile.
Brass victory medal, rainbow watered silk ribbon. Obv: winged Victory, Rev: laurel wreath, 'The
Great War for Civilization 1914-1919' Engraved on rim: 3914. Pte R. Ramskill. KOYLI. Posthumously
awarded to Private Richard Ramskill (service numbers 3914 and 241307). Born in Goole in 1894, he
was the son of Richard Ramskill of 23 Kingston Street, Old Goole. The 1911 census shows him at
Mount Pleasant Farm, Swinefleet, aged 17, working as a farm hand. He served in France with the
1st/5th battalion Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. He died on 28.7.1916 and was buried at
Lonsdale Cemetery, Authuile.
Silver medal, blue/black/silver/gold watered silk ribbon. Obverse: head of George V. Reverse:
naked man on horseback, 1914-1918' . Engraved on rim: 3914. Pte R. Ramskill. KOYLI.
Posthumously awarded to Private Richard Ramskill (service numbers 3914 and 241307). Born in
Goole in 1894, he was the son of Richard Ramskill of 23 Kingston Street, Old Goole. The 1911
census shows him at Mount Pleasant Farm, Swinefleet, aged 17, working as a farm hand. He served
in France with the 1st/5th battalion Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. He died on 28.7.1916 and
was buried at Lonsdale Cemetery, Authuile.
Here is my close friend, Sgt. Fred Pickard, a native of Dunnington near York, standing beside a
primitive plough which was working alongside our camp. The plough is made entirely of wood,
except for the extreme tip of the pointed share, which is iron shod." (details taken from H. W.
Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Under the very welcome shade of date palm trees, the corn, which has been threshed with the
stem of a palm leaf serving as a flail, is cast into the air continually, so that the slight breeze can
blow away the chaff." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 19121918).
"These camels have just brought from the light railway, loads of forage for our horses. The man on
the left is Trooper Cyril Hollings, a boyhood friend of the writer's from about the age of 7 years."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Our picture shows an essential section of every cavalry regiment - the shoeing-smiths, who also
have the responsibility, under the regiment's Veterinary surgeon, for the Sick Horse Lines. Left to
right - Farrier Sergeant Bell, Bert Bean, Roy Thomas and Bob Blacker. Beyond can be seen riding
camels of the Indian Bikaneer Camel Corps." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"And how refreshing these melons were, when one realises that the temperature might be
anything up to 120 degrees F. - too hot almost to stand on the sand. Back row left to right: Lance
Hollings, Ben Byass, Sgt Fred Pickard. Front row: Geordie Robinson, Sgt Syd Thompson and Fred
Brown. (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Leaving camp soon after daybreak, we strike out almost due west into the desert, and climb a
steep rock ridge. Looking back, we get a splendid view of the Fayoum Oasis. After riding for some
five or six miles, we have a short halt at the half-way rock as seen in the picture. Left to right: Ray
Reed, Gilbert Howarth, Will Turner." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Here we are at last, destined for a day of sweltering heat, with practically no shade from the hot
sun, and only a water bottle full of water to last us until we return to camp at nightfall. Our outpost
is on the uppermost ledge just below the top of the rock, but on the side farthest from the camera.
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(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Left to Right: Ray Reed, Geo. Lancaster, Will Turner. It was our duty to look out for anyone
approaching along the desert caravanroute from the Bahariyeh Oasis, and we had a fine view over
miles of what looked like level sand, to another similair cape fifteen or so miles away. At intervals
we were sent out to this promontory, Cape Ryan, for a stay of several days, and you can imagine
our surprise when we found that the intervening ground was just one mass of shifting sand dunes,
of anything up to 100 feet in height, necessitating a continous winding back and forth between the
dunes. (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Our visits, although occasional, were not looked forward to, especially as the only water that we
and our horses had to drink was that which emerged from a spring (where you see the camels in
the picture) under the shade of these trees, ran a short distance, then disappeared again into the
soft sand, a very strong sulphur water." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of
a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Another mounted patrol took us northwards along the edge of the desert, which passed this
hamlet. Here you see Rex Ainslie, whose father at that time was vicar of Hedon, being entertained
by the village worthies and offered a gift of roasted peanuts, local grown and a welcome gift. The
ox in the foreground is "hobbled", that is its two forefeet are tied with a piece of rope with only
about a foot between them, thus enabling the beast to hobble about slowly but preventing it from
bolting." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Whilst at Gharack West, we all managed to get two short leaves, each of four days in Cairo. On
this occasion, Sgt Walter Duggleby, seen on the front of the carriage, and I were just returning
from leave. The Light Railway brought us from the main railway line at Fayoum town to a point
only a short ride from our camp. On 12th August 1916 we finally said goodbye to Gharack West
and returned once again to Brigade Headquarters at Deir el Azab. Whilst we had no regrets at
leaving El Gharack, neither had we any love for our brigade camp, except that there we had
excellent canteens and a plentiful supply of water and good food." (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Here we see our meagre supply of drinking water being brought up. Each camel carries two tanks
- Fantasies- each of which contains ten gallons. By the time the water arrived it was fairly hot."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Although there was a network of irrigation canals throughout the oasis, water for washing was
none too plentiful. The water taken from the canals was so infested by disease germs, that it was
forbidden even to wash in it until it had been treated liberally with strong disinfectant. For this
reason, a large swimming pool had been constructed by native labour, alongside a small canal, the
water having been suitably treated with 'Cresol'. As you can see the walls of the swimming pool
consist of filled sandbags. This photograph was taken during swimming and diving contests. The
comrade emerging from the water in his birthday suit is Frank Harrison (Hovingham). Swimming
trunks were neither provided nor necessary." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably May-August 1916.
"Our last picture in the Fayoum shows us on a small desert outpost, possibly seven or eight miles
from the oasis, and camp. Throughout the day our only shelter from the blazing hot sun, was that
provided by the sacking fastened to the rough wooden supports as seen in the picture. At least we
had a 'fantsasie' of water - which can be seen - and a reasonable quantity of good dry fuel lying
around, with which to boil water for a mug of tea. This fuel had been left when the outpost was
manned daily by the Bikaneer Camel Corps, sun baked camel dung." (details taken from H. W.
Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"After de-training, we marched over this pontoon bridge, leading our horses. These showed their
dislike of the swaying motion of the bridge in no uncertain manner. Before the war, Kantara
consisted of a few mud huts, a quarantine house, and on the west bank, the railway station on the
line leading to Port Said. By this time it had grown to quite a large camp.It was the beginning of the
Kantara Military Railway, which ran eastwards into the Sinai dessert, serving as the sole line of
communication for carrying supplies to the Desert Column. Before very many months, however, it
had become one of the largest base camps in the world, with its network of railway sidings, miles
of jetties on the canal, with a dozen or more ocean-going ships unloading stores for the rapidly
growing forces in Sinai and later Palestine." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Christmas Mail and rations arriving at outpost. December 1916" (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Patrol descending sand dune." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
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Yeoman" 1912-1918). This is western Sinai in the area of Romani and dates to around December
1916 / January 1917.
"Watering horses." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 19121918).
"Laying railway line towards Egypt/Palestine, February 1917." (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). The location is Sheikh Zuwaid in northern Sinai
and the precise date is 23rd February 1917. The East Riding Yeomanry were out on patrol ahead,
providing protection for the railway builders.
"Khan Yunus Village, 15th March 1917." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of
a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
The slide, from Harold Lyon's post war lecture, shows men and horses of the East Riding Yeomanry
at Deir-el-Belah on the Mediterannean coast SW of Palestine, enjoying a much needed bathe. The
date will be somehwere in the spring/early summer of 1917.
"Approximately our first view when on reconnaisance in Force." (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Dates to March 1917, just before the first battle
of Gaza, in which the British suffered a serious defeat. Elsewhere in his notes, Lyon remarks that
the lines of cacti marking field boundaries were more formidable obstacles than barbed wire.
"Gaza, shell hole in Mosque" (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). Will date to after November 7th 1917, when Gaza fell to the British forces following
the 3rd battle for the city.
"Harvesting between first and second battles of Gaza." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture
notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Camel Transport 'going up'." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). Probably taken in Sinai, sometime in 1917.
"Troops moving out from Dur-el-Belah for second Gaza battle." (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). About April 4th 1917. The 2nd battle of Gaza,
largely a head on assault against strong Turkish defences, was a heavy defeat for the British and
cost their commander General Murray his job. He was replaced by General Allenby, who would
lead the British to victory in 1918.
"Dugouts and horse lines." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). Probably May 1917, after the British defeat at the 2nd battle of Gaza.
"Breakfasting at Tel-el-Fara." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). In Palestine, SW of Gaza, probably spring 1917.
"Bivouac shared by Sgt. C. Elliott and H.W. Lyon." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). In Palestine, SW of Gaza, probably spring 1917.
"Bivouac interior." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 19121918). Kit bags and supplies piled at the back of the tent.
"View from Bivouac interior towards the sea." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). On the Mediterranean coast of Palestine, SW of Gaza,
spring/summer 1917.
"A Squadron Sergeants mess." of the East Riding Yeomanry (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture
notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably around June 1917, on the Palestine coast SW
of Gaza. THe improvised table and chairs are both made from sandbags.
"Arrival of mail from home." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). On the Palestine coast SW of Gaza, spring/summer 1917.
"The laundry." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
On the Palestine coast SW of Gaza, spring/summer 1917.
"Troops train crossing Sinai from Kantara to Khan Yunus, 15th September 1917." (details taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Arrival of donkeys for use of Officer's servants." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably late September 1917; two donkeys were allocated to
each troop of the regiment.
"Halted at Khan Yunus - moving out towards Shellal (No.4 troop, 'A' Squadron)." (details taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Horses resting after watering before returning to Goz-el-Gelieb." (details taken from H. W. Lyons
lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably late October 1917.
"Dick Utheridge cooking dinner for himself and H.W. Lyon." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture
notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
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"Halted at Hatteh for rations." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918). About November 11th 1917 (based on an entry in Lyon's diary).
"Near Esdud, moving north towards Yebna." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Men of the 1/1st East Riding Yeomanry, November 13th 1917.
"Yebna, No4 Troop 'A' Squad" (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably November 13th 1917.
"Cooking a meal on operations" (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918). Location and precise date unnkown.
"El Mughar-No.4 troops 'A' Squadron sheltering in Wadi Janus before final gallop to shelter of
foothills." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). This
unique image shows the ERY charging El Mughar ridge, one of the last times the British army
engaged in a mounted cvalary charge. The regiment took 70 prisoners and also captured two
machine guns in this action on 13th November 1917.
"Akir, Rothschild Jewish Colony, group of civilians." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). 14th November 1917. At this time the Jewish population in
Palestine was very small in numbers and the East Riding Yeomanry soldiers were quite surprised to
see European style dress and houses.
"'A' Squadron near buildings of wine press." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). This photograph was taken at Akir, a Rothschild Jewish colony in
Palestine,14th November 1917.
"Early next morning, the brigade attacked a very steep hill called Abu Shusheh Ridge but our troop
happened to be acting as escort to the guns, and our picture shows us watering horses at the
village well during the sweeping of the hill by gun-fire, previous to the cavalry charge. It was during
this charge that the Hon. Neil Primrose, Lord Roseberry's eldest son, was killed." (details taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Capt. Neil James Archibald
Primrose (of the Buckinghamshire Yeomanry) was killed on 15/11/1917 according to his medal
card.
"This is a snap taken almost from the summit of the ridge about two hours after its capture, and
gives a fairly good idea of the rough stony country over which we were passing. The dust in the
centre is raised by London Yeomanry passing through Ramleh and Ludd (Lydda), these having been
taken about the same time as the ridge on which we are standing. Jaffa could be seen quite
distinctly on the sky line. As advance guard, we came quite near to the village of Amwas (Emmaus)
where Mr Earnest Byass of Newbald was wounded, two days after his brother was killed." (details
taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Image taken on 15th
November 1917.
"The next picture will show a welcome find while on flank guard to the Brigade - a deep well of
splendid water." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
16th November 1917, somewhere in the area of Ramleh, Palestine.
"On leaving the plain we soon got an idea of what kind of country was before us. For two whole
days we trekked through hilly country strewn with huge boulders and rocks, and almost impassible
for horses, there being practically no track of any kind. All wheeled transport including guns had to
be left behind. After leading our horses for miles with the reins of one horse slung over the sword
on the horse in front, the dis-mounted men being on the hill tops and the horses of courses in the
valley." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Image
taken on 19th / 20th November 1917.
"We reached Tahta about noon on the 22nd (Nov 1917) with very blistered feet as the result of
having to walk, or rather scramble most of the way over boulders, again leading our horses. We
managed a full night and day's rest and had a good supply of rations once more, then next morning
went out as left-flank guard to the 52nd division attacking El Jib. While out the whole division was
practically surrounded, the enemy reaching within one hundred yards or so of our Brigade Hqs and
where only two days earlier we were taking our ease. Luckily for us, reinforcements of Australian
Light Horse and Yeomanry galloped up in time to prevent any really serious results. Returning the
following night to Beit-ur-el-Foka our horses were sent back to Ramleh and we became the East
'Walkings'." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Dismounted, we were sent forward into the hills in front of Foka and the picture shows our
outpost, this being taken during heavy shelling. At Night, we were given a rather rough time and
had to retire repeatedly down and up these rugged hills until we were just dead beat. At last after
midnight we came to a halt on the face of a hill, looking across the valley to el Foka on the opposite
hill. Here we made a Sangar from the stones lying around and remained in it until 5am, when we
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received orders to move higher up the hill. All our work had been in vain and we had to set to work
quickly to make another Sangar before daybreak." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Probably November 24th 1917.
"The next picture shows a Barmby Moor man watching Turks drawing water from an excellent well
at which we had drawn water a day or two before - imagine our feelings when you realize that our
our water bottles had been empty for some twelve hours and we had no hopes of obtaining any
until we could be relieved. However, at midnight of the 29th Nov. we were relieved by the
Highland Light Infantry of the 60th Division and marched back through Beit-ur-el-Tahta to Annabeh
where we got our horses back after being without them for some days. From here we rode back to
Akir for a rest. Had my first wash and shave since November 23rd. (i.e. 9 or 10 days)." (details
taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"After rather more than a month constantly on the move, the division was sent further back to
Julis and this proved to be our last turn in the line in Palestine. At this point I was taken down the
line with Colic and Jaundice and arrived in the 70th General Hospital,Cairo." (details taken from H.
W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Image taken around 13th December
1917.
"I arrived in the 70th General Hospital, Cairo, late at night on Dec 15th, after having had 29 hours
in the train following two very rough days in an uncomfortable sand cart. I was several weeks in
the hospital, including a most enjoyable Christmas, when things were made as home like as
possible, thanks to the un-tiring efforts of the nurses." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture
notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"The Sultan, now King Faud, of Egypt visiting the 70th General Hospital. The Gentleman in the
tarbrush leading is the king, and when this was taken he had only just suceeded his late brother."
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Opera Square - the Trafalgar Square of Cairo. Shepherd's Hotel, which is mentioned in practically
every novel dealing with Egypt, was just off the picture to the right. The statue represents Brahim
Pasha." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"On the left we have the Sultan Hassan Mosque. I have been to the top of the highest minaret and
from here we get a splendid vview away over Cairo to the Pyramids of Giza. On the right is the El
Rifal Mosque. Here it is that the Holy Carpet -actually hangings or curtains - is hung after its return
from Mecca. Before entering we must hire a pair of special slippers to place over our boots so we
do not defile what to them is very holy ground. The floors are very extravagantly adorned with
thick Turkish carpets, and the walls are most beautifully inlaid with ivory, ebony, silver, platinum
etc, and most of the woodwork is in Cedar of Lebanon." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture
notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"The large building with the dome is the Citadel Mosque. The central dome alone contains at least
two thousand electric lights and the mosaic work in the walls, and the Turkish carpets surpass even
the Sultan Hassan Mosque. Here again we have to take off our boots before entering. The Citadel
itself is one of the main barracks and includes the Military Hospital in which Cpl. John Harrison
died, in May 1916. In the centre of this hill is situated Joseph's Well, some 500 feet deep. A
winding passage, with openings out into the shaft of the well, takes us down about 300ft down,
and from there an arrangement similair to the ox-driven sakeer draws up the water the remaining
200ft by means of a skin bucket fastened on a rope. At this time the brother of the Sultan of
Turkey was a prisioner in the Citadel, as a result of his being captured in a charge by the Dorset
Yeomanry, operating against the Rebel Senussi on the Western frontier in 1916." (details taken
from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Rhoda Island, supposed to be the scene of Moses' hiding place in the bullrushes. The chief
Nilometer, for registering the height of the Nile is situated on ths island. At the time this picture
was taken, we were just waiting for the ferry boat seen, to take us across to the island." (details
taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Rhoda Island, Moses' bush." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918).
"Our picture shows us on the train in the early hours of the morning. This is the Sergts. luncheon
and sleeping car; the truck carrying the kitbags. Two or three of us were lucky enough to 'mark
time' on a tarpaulin sheet and creeping under its shelter passed quite a good nght. Those not so
lucky were about wet through with the heavy dew and of course cold with moving quickly with no
shelter. When travelling by this method, it is quite as well to know that you do not roll about very
much in your sleep." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 19121918). April 1918.
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"We arrived at Sidi Bishr about 7 miles east of Alexandria, at 11.15am on the 9th April and
remained here for about six weeks while waiting for the convoy to take us to France." (details
taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Sidi Bishr - a Game of Cards. 'A' Squadron Sgts tent." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). April-May 1918.
"Sidi Bishr - Crown and Anchor run by F.K. Potter." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Members of the East Riding Yeomanry, April-May 1918.
"Sidi Bishr - our camp being almost on the beach. We had fine bathing and then at night, we rode
donkeys to the tram terminus, about half a mile away and went into Alexandria by tram car. We
were well supplied with canteens and fruit stalls and had not at all a bad time. One of my tent
mates frequently came back from town in quite a happy frame of mind and of course rode a
donkey from the tram terminus each night. On occasions however, he was not satisfied with this,
but even wanted the donkey to put him to bed, at any rate he did his best to make it carry him
over the legs of the unfortunates who had turned in a bit earlier and who slept nearer the doorway
." (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). April-May
1918.
"Ramleh Tram Terminus, the scene of many a rough and tumble to board the last car." (details
taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"Sidi Bishr - Vickers Machine Gun Class, 102nd Machine Gun Battalion. " (details taken from H. W.
Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). Image taken at a training camp near
Alexandria in about mid April 1918, when the East Riding Yeomanry (along with the Lincolnshire
Yeomanry) were being retrained to form a machine gun battalion.
"On May 24th we entrained once more at Sidi Bashr, and were taken almost alongside the
transport Caledonia at Gabari Docks. Close up astern was the huge Australian Liner the Indarra.
The picture shows men of the Lincoln Yeomanry embarking, while we are lying in the shade waiting
our turn. " (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
The East Riding Yeomanry about to embark from Egypt, bound for France and the western front.
"HMT Caledonia. In the foreground is a fellow sergt. from Hull. Notice the camouflage on the
vessels sides. Now it comes to our turn, we pick up kits and march aboard. " (details taken from H.
W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
"While we were usually on the Starboard side of the convoy, the Indarra was on the port side.
Almost directly after all were on board, these two vessels moved out into the middle of the huge
harbour of Alexandria. For two days we remained here, much of the time being spent in boat drill
etc. The decks were much too crowded to allow parades, and for this we were truly thankful. "
(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). This image will
date to late 1918, as the ERY were preparing for the voyage to France and service on the western
front.
"Group in bow of Caledonia " (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a Yeoman"
1912-1918). May 1918, the East Riding Yeomanry departing Egypt for France.
"The picture shows the Kaiser-i-Hind Convoy the morning after the disaster*, in line abreast. At
times it was almost possible to shout from one boat to the other. *At 3pm on May 26th 1918, the
first boat drew anchor, the others following at intervals of five minutes. Until we passed through
the minefields, about 15 miles from land, we sailed in line ahead. But after passing out of the
narrow channel left clear of mines, we opened out in line abreast, with escorting Japanese
destroyers, minesweepers and aircraft, including one small airship, all around and above us. At
midnight of our first night at sea, we were roused from our peaceful slumbers by those unwelcome
words "Boat Station". Blessing everyone and these practice alarms, we tumbled out of our
hammocks, and without hurry worked our way on deck. All was excitement - those men who
prefered to sleep on deck had heard the dull thud of a torpedo strike the bows of the middle boat
of the convoy, the Leasowe Castle, had seen her fall back in a sinking condition with only two
small destroyers to help those on board. But the convoy had to put on even more speed. The
Leasowe Castle carried the Bucks, Berks, Warwicks and South Notts. Yeomanry and details - she
remained afloat for about an hour, during which time the whole of the troops and crew should
have been saved. But the Lascar crew acted in the same manner as later in the wreck of the 'Egypt'
and as a result over 100 lives were lost. I for one slept on deck the remainder of that night. " The
Kaiser-i-Hind Convoy consisted of the following ships: Kaiser -i-Hind; Leasowe Castle - sunk;
Cambria; Indarra; Malwa; Ormonde; Caledonia.(details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Cease Fire orders. HQ to O/C "C" Coy, 11.11.1918. (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes
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"The Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918). The original document was autographed with the names of
the officers of the 102nd Machine Gun Battalion (comprising men of the East Riding and
Lincolnshire Yeomanry regiments).
Cease Fire orders, 11.11.1918. (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The Tale of a
Yeoman" 1912-1918).
No details found, possibly 3rd Battle of Gaza. (details taken from H. W. Lyons lecture notes "The
Tale of a Yeoman" 1912-1918).
Postcard with picture of small boy gazing up at portrait of his soldier father with legend 'I loves my
Dad'. With sentimental verse by Madeleine St. Clair. 'Patriot' series. Unused.
Postcard with picture of aged couple seated glumly round a table below picture of soldier. Legend
'Fond remembrance'. With short verse. 'Patriot' series. Unused.
Postcard with picture of small girl praying by bed. Legend 'God bless Daddy'. With sentimental
verse by Madeleine St. Clair. 'Patriot' series. Unused.
Machine Gun Corps badge. Crossed machine guns surmounted by king's crown. Brooch fastening.
The East Riding Yeomanry and the Lincolnshire Yeomanry were combined to form the 102nd
Battalion MGC in 1918.
Tan leather travelling case, fitted with mirror, tortoiseshell-handled cut-throat razor, leather strop
and 2 chrome containers for soap. Empty straps suggests a number of items missing (brushes?
small implements?) Razor made by Cavendish, Sheffield and has ordnance mark on handle, so this
would be part of an army officer's campaign kit.
Narrow brass cylinder, threaded with length of plaited string. Used to clean rifle barrels.
Brass cylinder, ordnance mark stamped on base. Top unscrews, fitted with shallow-bowled curved
attenuated spoon. To dispense small quantities of lubricating oil when maintaining rifles.
Newscutting re presentaton of OBE medal to Mr. H B Coates of Rawcliffe for averting an explosion
at a munitions factory at Gretna in March 1918.
Model of an officer of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry in full dress uniform, c1908. Part of a
group of items relating to I.A.W. ("Alf") Dobson, the donor's father, who served in the East Riding
Yeomanry from the 1930's to 1970, including as a tank radio operator during World War II. At one
time he served in the Colonel's tank, the previous radio operator having unfortunately been killed.
Mounted on a wooden base.
Postcard of an officer of the East Riding Imperial Yeomanry in full dress uniform, c1908. Part of a
group of items relating to I.A.W. ("Alf") Dobson, the donor's father, who served in the East Riding
Yeomanry from the 1930's to 1970, including as a tank radio operator during World War II. At one
time he served in the Colonel's tank, the previous radio operator having unfortunately been killed.
Army form B2065A Short Service (3 years) certificate of attestation. Issued to A.E. Brown to attend
at 10am on 3 September 1914 at the Drill Hall, Goole, to appear before a JP.
Protection certificate and certificate of identity for soldier not remaining with the colours, issued
to Albert Edward Brown, KOYLI, of 87 Pasture Road, Goole, 8.2.1919. Private Brown (born 1889)
was a merchant seaman before he enlisted in September 1914, and served throughout the Great
War, with 3 years and 1 month in the field. He rejoined the merchant navy immediately on his
return to the UK.
Issued to Private 17128 Albert Edward Brown, KOYLI,enlisted 3.9.1914, transferred to reserve
13.3.1919. Private Brown (born 1889) was a merchant seaman before he enlisted in September
1914, and served throughout the Great War, with 3 years and 1 month in the field. He rejoined
the merchant navy immediately on his return to the UK.
Issued to Albert Edward Brown, KOYLI, in January 1919 to proceed to UK dispersal area VB. Private
Brown (born 1889) was a merchant seaman before he enlisted in September 1914, and served
throughout the Great War, with 3 years and 1 month in the field. He rejoined the merchant navy
immediately on his return to the UK.
Issued to Private 17128 Albert Edward Brown, KOYLI, 13.2.1919. Printed on buff paper. Private
Brown (born 1889) was a merchant seaman before he enlisted in September 1914, and served
throughout the Great War, with 3 years and 1 month in the field. He rejoined the merchant navy
immediately on his return to the UK.
Issued to Mary Kreamer, wife of Louis Kreamer (married 19.7.1887 at St. Thomas's, Goole) b.
Ireland, German national by marriage. Issued at Goole Police Office, 27.12.1917.
Identity and service certificate issued to Robert Brown (b.4.10.1854, Knottingley) seaman, husband
of Eliza Ann Brown, 87 Pasture Road, Goole. Issued at Goole24.9.1918. Dark grey paper with
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photograph.
Alien Seaman's identity card, issued to Albert Brown aged 31 on 16 June 1919, who arrived on the
Hambleton Range in the US on 15.11.1919 at New York. Endorsed photo. Back states that he
subsequently arrived in the US on the same vessel on 15.8.1920.
Book no. 189299 issued at Newhaven, Sussex, to Mr. Robert Brown of 87 Pasture Road, Goole, in
March 1917. Contains permit to enter restricted dock areas. Robert Brown, mariner, was born
4.10.1856 at Knottingley, son of Whittel Brown. Original red covers covered in brown paper and
stitched in place.
Conical brass ashtray with cigarette holder. Raised insignia of Royal Artillery. Fabricated from
artillery shell by soldier.
Spare sheet for food rations, issued to Arthur King, 48 Gordon Street, Goole.
Studio photograph of Sergeant Harry Kirby, East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry (1885-1917). Born at
Watton on 6/6/1885, he was the eldest son of William Parker Kirby & Kate Kirby of Linley Hill Farm,
Leven. Before the First World War, Harry Kirby worked for his father as a groom. He was the
Provost Sergeant of "D" squadron in the ERYY (service number 1288), which had its HQ at Driffield.
He had previously served in the Leven Volunteers, another Territorial unit. During the war he
served as Lance Sergeant in the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (service number 203284) and
was badly wounded by mortar fire on 24/3/1917, dying two days later at Merville Hospital
(between Bethune and Armentieres), aged 31. He is buried in Merville Communal Cemetery (Plot
1, Row B, Grave 26).
Sergeant Harry Kirby, East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry (1885-1917), 2nd from left and comrades,
in a pre WWI training camp. Born at Watton on 6/6/1885, he was the eldest son of William Parker
Kirby & Kate Kirby of Linley Hill Farm, Leven. Before the First World War, Harry Kirby worked for his
father as a groom. He was the Provost Sergeant of "D" squadron in the ERYY (service number
1288), which had its HQ at Driffield. He had previously served in the Leven Volunteers, another
Territorial unit. During the war he served as Lance Sergeant in the King's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry (service number 203284) and was badly wounded by mortar fire on 24/3/1917, dying two
days later at Merville Hospital (between Bethune and Armentieres), aged 31. He is buried in
Merville Communal Cemetery (Plot 1, Row B, Grave 26).
Sepia photograph showing members of the Leven Volunteers, a Territorial Army unit, sometime in
the First World War. The unit went to France in April 1915, serving at Ypres and on the Somme in
1916. The original unit having volunteered en mass, a reserve battalion was created back home to
replace it.
The Victory medal and British war medal of Private Lloyd Harrison, who served in the Tank Corps
during WW1. Both still have their ribbons attached. He worked as a Hull fish merchant and died in
1953. His father was probably Joseph Harrison who ran a coach building business in Holderness Rd,
Hull.
Photocopy of a photograph of Private Jesse Green in East Riding Yeomanry uniform. The original
(in private ownership) shows various other members of the family.
Protection Certificate and Certificate of Identity for William Jesse Green (formerly East Riding
Yeomanry) dated 25th Feb 1919.
Certificate of Disembodiment for William Jesse Green (formerly East Riding Yeomanry) dated 26th
March 1919. He had enlisted on 29th May 1915.
Front page of the Daily Mirror with the headline 'Allenby enters Jeruselem - Thanksgiving Service.'
Dated January 12th 1918. The capture of Jerusalem by the British in December 1917 was a key
milestone in the campaign against the Turkish forces in the Palestine campaign. In a deliberate
political gesture, Allenby entered the city on foot (in contrast to the German Kaiser's horseback
entry some years earlier) and read a proclamation announcing that religious sites of all
denominations would be respected and protected.
Photograph taken in France of Private Lloyd Harrison in uniform, who served in the Tank Corps
during WW1. He also worked as a Hull fish merchant and died in 1953. His father was probably
Joseph Harrison who ran a coach building business in Holderness Rd, Hull.
Buff covers with YMCA logo on front. 'Lord Roberts's Message to the Troops' (25.8.1914)
reproduced on fly. Printed by Cambridge University Press. Given to every soldier.
Printed in blue on white. Poem: 'The Conscientious Objector' written by James Drake, 5th Hants.
Regt.
Pamphlet, with Union Jack and legend 'For King and Country' on front cover. Contains details of all
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local soldiers and sailors lost during the Great War between 1914 and 1917.
Brass Royal Engineer's cap badge. Crowned laurel wreath surrounding Royal insignia and GvR.
With split pin clip.
Booklet entitled "The Opportunities of Peace" by the Reverend G.E. Blackwall, MA, vicar of Welton
relating to the First World War.
Square silk & cotton banner, with East Riding Imperial Yeomanry running fox and motto and date
1916 and "Egypt" underneath. Believed to have been brought back from Egypt by the
grandfather's Edward Ling, who was a trooper in the regiment when it served in Egypt/Palestine
1914-1917. Some details unfinished.
Square cotton banner, depicting Egyptian scene with pyramids in the middle, surrounded by the
flags and portraits of the monarchs/heads of state of the Allied powers in the first world war. They
include Egypt, Britain (George V), Italy (King Victor Emmanuel III), Belgium (King Albert I), Russia
(Czar Nicholas II), France (President Poincare) and the flag of the British dominions. On laurel
branch signifying victory. "Souvenir Egypt" and religious verse beneath. Believed to have been
brought back from Egypt by the grandfather's Edweard Ling, who was a trooper in the regiment
when it served in Egypt/Palestine 1914-1917. Some details unfinished.
East Riding Yeomanry Old Comrades Association Roll of Honour, typed on paper, double sided.
Lists men who died in World War I in alphabetical order, with ranks, regimental number, home
address, last unit served in and where/when they died.
East Riding Yeomanry Old Comrades Association AGM programme for 4th December 1926 at The
Windmill Hotel, York. Also photocopies of regimental orders dated May 10th 1913 by Lt. Col. P.
Langdale and ERY B Squadron annual rifle competition notice on 27th September 1913, held on the
Hornsea range, two letters re musketry practice in 1913 and a request for men to attend
maneouvres at Hornsea in 1913.
CD containing Beyer-Peacock photographs of donor's grandfather, F. Ling, visiting the locomotive
works in Manchester in 1930; Recordings of Edward Ling, who was assistant miller at Welton water
mill, and served in the East Riding Yeomanry in WWI; Wartime experiences of Charles Neville
Snowden; Welton Mill photographs and notes.
Tubular brass trench cigarette lighter, marked 'UL' on base. Rubbed stippled decoration on upper
part of casing.
Brass extending telescope in four sections, with integral brass lens caps at either end. Light brown
leather stitched grip. Acquired by donor's father, a Quarter-Master Sergeant, at the end of the
First World War.
Metal running fox, possibly made of gunmetal. This was owned by the donor's father, Lance
Corporal Frederick William Lawson (1896-1978), who served in the East Riding Yeomanry in
Palestine/Egypt during the First World War and who attended regimental reunions (in Hull etc) for
many years afterwards. He joined up in about 1914. Although the precise origins of the object are
unknown, it is most probably connected with Lawson's service with the ERY, given that a running
fox was the emblem of the regiment. There are no maker's marks or names on the model fox.
Copy of sepia photo showing a group of East Riding Yeomanry, thought to have been taken in the
Nile delta in 1916 or 1917. On sandy terrain, with the men arranged in three rows, dressed in shirts
and shorts, some with solar topis. A tent to the right. The donor's father, Christian Agerskow, is in
the back row, 2nd from the right. Rather like Amy Johnson, Agerskow had Danish antecedents and
like her, his father was also in the fishing industry. Born in Hull and apprenticed to an apothecary
there, he joined the ERY at Fulford barracks in York on the outbreak of war and then served in
Egypt/Palestine. According to family tradition he was wounded at Ali Muntar Hill near Gaza (in
1917), treated in a hospital at Damascus and later returned to service on the western front. After
the war he served on Arctic trawlers. He was the youngest of five sons, two others of whom served
in the East Yorkshire Regiment.
Brass memorial plaque recording the names of 13 "old boys" of the Castle Howard Farm School (a
reform school for young offenders) who were killed in the First World War, along with the names
of their regiments and their places of birth. The plaque was saved by the donor when the school
closed in the early 1990's and was then transferred to Sutton Place Safe Centre, Hull, where it was
rededicated. After another change of location, it was donated to the Museums Service. The
donation also includes two laminated folders containing biographical information on the boys and
photographs of them and information about the re-dedication in 2002 and associated educational
activities. Also, a handwritten file of research notes. The 14 boys were: R. Norlund (Royal Navy), J.
Cropper (RN), T. Burn (RN), W. Alderson (6th Dragoons), G.E. Collins (9th Lancers), G. Steele (11th
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Hussars), J. Brown (Northumberland Fusiliers), M. White (Royal Navy Reserve), J.A. Mendham, E.
Douthwaite (West Yorkshire Regiment), T. Cooksey (W. Yorks. Rgt), G. Bradd (W. Yorks. Rgt) and
G.H. Saturley (King's Royal Rifles). Rectangular plaque, highly polished, with screw holes at the
corners. Made in London.
C Squadron East Riding of Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry challenge cup. Hallmarked silver, with two
handles on an ebonised wood base. With winners between 1904 and 1912 engraved on shields
fixed on the base. The trophy was won five times by Corporal Charles Alvara Lofthouse, of Escrick
(in 1907, 1908, 1910, 1911 and 1912) and was presumably permanently awarded to him
thereafter. Lofthouse (1875-1917) was a forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot.
During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding Yeomanry on coastal
defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917 was drafted to the
1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT "Arcadian" - was sunk
by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19 ERY men drowned. A
family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots in order to be able to
swim better.
Framed photograph of Corporal Charles Alvara Lofthouse (of Escrick), East Riding Yeomanry. A
studio portrait, taken against a backdrop, with Lofthouse in service uniform, holding his rifle. To
the left is the C Squadron East Riding of Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry challenge cup, which he won
in 1907, 1908, 1910, 1911 and 1912 and which was presumably permanently awarded to him
thereafter. Lofthouse (1875-1917) was a forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot.
During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding Yeomanry on coastal
defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917 was drafted to the
1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT "Arcadian" - was sunk
by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19 ERY men drowned. A
family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots in order to be able to
swim better. In a glazed wooden frame, with card mount. Photograph taken in York.
Black/white photograph showing part of the 50th anniversary parade of the East Riding Yeomanry
in Beverley, July 1953. Veterans of the ERY in replica WWI uniforms are seen riding out of the
North Bar along the York Road. One rider marked with an X, captioned on the back of the
photograph "Bill on the dapple grey". The donor believes this to refer to her great uncle, William
Dalton.
Front page from The Daily Mirror for June 21st 1917. The image (re-drawn from a photograph)
shows the last moments of the British transport ship HMT "Arcadian", sunk by a submarine in the
Aegean on April 15th 1917. Over 200 men were drowned, including 19 out of 42 men intended as
reinforcements for the East Riding Yeomanry regiment in Palestine. Part of a donation of objects
relating to Corporal Charles Alvara Lofthouse, who was one of those lost in the sinking.Comparison
with an original photograph of the wreck shows that the artist has added rocks and other features
to add interest, as the incident actually occurred well out to sea.
Postcard showing the British transport ship "Arcadian", sunk off Greece on April 15th 1917. Some
200 men were drowned, including the sender of the postcard Charles Alvara Lofthouse of Escrick.
A Corporal in the East Riding Yeomanry, he was one of 19 ERY men to die in this incident. The
postcard was sent to one of his children on the 9th April 1917 and the message calls it "Dad's
boat". Despite rather ineffectual efforts (probably by the military censor?) to block out the ship's
name, it is still legible.
Four page document relating to the unveiling/dedication of the war memorial at St. Helen's
church, Escrick, on Sunday 24th July 1921. The front page lists the names of those commemorated
- Herbert Benson, William Penrose Clayden, John Coates, William Arthur Derrick Eley, Charles Alan
Clarke Fullerton, Leonard Hescock, Raymond Hewison, Charles Alvara LOfthouse, John Arthur
Raper, Joseph Walter Raper, John Sarginson and Charles Hugh Tempest Whitehead.
British War medal (with striped ribbon), the edge inscribed "GS-18214, Cpl C.A. Lofthouse, E.R. of
York Y. This was awarded posthumously to Charles Alvara Lofthouse (1875-1917), who was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock. During the First World War he initially served with the
3/1st East Riding Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland,
but in April 1917 was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he
was on - HMT "Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse
was one of 19 ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking
off his boots in order to be able to swim better. Medal in original card box. See also 2013.3.10
Obverse: Potrait of king facing left, lettering GEORGIVS V BRITT OMN REX ET IND IMP. Reverse:
Teritorial Force Efficiency medal. Loop at top for the ribbon (missing). Edge inscribed "480 Cpl C.A.
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Lofthouse, E.R. of York. Yeo. This was awarded to Charles Alvara Lofthouse (1875-1917), who was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock. During the First World War he initially served with the
3/1st East Riding Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland,
but in April 1917 was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he
was on - HMT "Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse
was one of 19 ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking
off his boots in order to be able to swim better. The TFE medal was awarded for 12 years service,
but war service years counted double for this purpose. Medal in original card box. See also
2013.3.9
Two Miniature Rifle Association Club medals. Metal scroll surmounted by a crown, with a Maltese
cross overlaid, infilled with blue enamel and with lettering MINIATURE RIFLE CLUB SOCIETY
divided between the four segments of the cross (also LOOK FORWARD underneath CLUB).
Britannia flanked by two other figures in centre. Loop at top, with red/dark blue striped ribbon.
Hallmarked on back. They were awarded to Charles Alvara Lofthouse (1875-1917), who was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot (he also won a regimental shooting trophy
five times) - see 2013.3.1. During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding
Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917
was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT
"Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19
ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots
in order to be able to swim better.
Copper rifle shooting medal. A trophy on the obverse, with QUEEN's CUP COMPETITION, FIRST
STAGE, 1909, around the edge. Reverse: wreath containing lettering PRESENTED BY THE SOCIETY
OF MINIATURE RIFLE CLUBS. It was awarded to Charles Alvara Lofthouse (1875-1917), was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot (he also won a regimental shooting trophy
five times - see 2013.3.1. During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding
Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917
was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT
"Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19
ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots
in order to be able to swim better.
Sepia tinted postcard of Speeton Cliffs, North Yorkshire, sent by Charles Alvara Lofthouse, a
Corporal in the East Riding Yeomanry, to his daughter in Escrick. Lofthouse (1875-1917), was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot (he won a regimental shooting trophy five
times) - see 2013.3.1. During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding
Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917
was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT
"Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19
ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots
in order to be able to swim better. The postmark on the card is illegible, but it will probably date to
1914-1915.
Colour tinted postcard of The Pier, Porobello, sent by Charles Alvara Lofthouse, a Corporal in the
East Riding Yeomanry from Edinburgh to his daughter in Hull. Lofthouse (1875-1917), was a
forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot (he won a regimental shooting trophy five
times) - see 2013.3.1. During the First World War he initially served with the 3/1st East Riding
Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland, but in April 1917
was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he was on - HMT
"Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse was one of 19
ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking off his boots
in order to be able to swim better. The postmark on the card seems to indicate a date in 1917,
shortly before Lofthouse left the country.
Novelty colour tinted postcard sent by Charles Alvara Lofthouse, a Corporal in the East Riding
Yeomanry from Edinburgh to his daughter in Escrick Union Jack flag with "Be prepared"
underneath. A strip of photos relating to Curragh camp, Ireland folds out at the bottom. Lofthouse
(1875-1917), was a forester on the estate of Lord Wenlock and a crack shot (he won a regimental
shooting trophy five times) - see 2013.3.1. During the First World War he initially served with the
3/1st East Riding Yeomanry on coastal defence duties, as well as horse training in southern Ireland,
but in April 1917 was drafted to the 1/1st ERY then serving in Palestine. Unfortunately, the ship he
was on - HMT "Arcadian" - was sunk by a submarine in the Aegean on 15th April and Lofthouse
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was one of 19 ERY men drowned. A family story relates that he last seen down below calmly taking
off his boots in order to be able to swim better. The postmark on the card seems to indicate a date
in 1917, shortly before Lofthouse left the country.
Memorial scroll for Corporal Charles Alvara Lofthouse, of the East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry.
Lofthouse, a forester on Lord Wenlock's estate at Escrick, was drowned when his ship HMT
"Arcadian" was sunk in the Aegean on 15th April 1917 whilst heading for Egypt. In a glazed wooden
frame.
Memorial card for Corporal Charles Alvara Lofthouse, of the East Riding of Yorkshire Yeomanry.
Lofthouse, a forester on Lord Wenlock's estate at Escrick, was drowned when his ship HMT
"Arcadian" was sunk in the Aegean on 15th April 1917 whilst heading for Egypt. The card reads "I
join with my grateful people in sending you this memorial of a brave life given for others in the
Great War." With Buckingham Palace and royal arms in red at top and signature of King George V
at bottom. In a glazed wooden frame.
Card mounted certificate confirming that Private Charles Alvara Lofthouse, of the East Riding of
Yorkshire Imperial Yeomanry, had served from 19th February 1905 to 31st March 1908, a total of
three years and forty one days. Signed on behalf of the Commander in chief, Northern Command.
Lofthouse, a forester on Lord Wenlock's estate at Escrick, was drowned when his ship HMT
"Arcadian" was sunk in the Aegean on 15th April 1917 whilst heading for Egypt. Printed in
Newcastle.

